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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Seismic Analysis and Strengthening of Mallorca Cathedral 
 
 
Due to the complexity associated with the seismic action, as well as the dynamic 
properties of the structures, the design of historical buildings only took into account 
static actions. Depending on the seismicity of the site, the buildings are characterized 
by constructive details adopted in order to prevent important damages due to seismic 
action. 
Therefore, the seismic analysis of Mallorca Cathedral is carried out in the present work. 
The typical damages arising from seismic activity in historical buildings are caused by 
single architectonic parts. They are characterized by an autonomous structural 
behaviour from the rest of the building. These local mechanisms, which are likely to 
develop during an earthquake, are individualized with respect to Mallorca Cathedral 
within this thesis. 
The seismic analysis of Mallorca Cathedral comprises the individual analysis of each 
local mechanisms considered. The nonlinear structural behaviour is obtained through 
limit analysis and the performance point is obtained through the capacity spectrum 
method. The results obtained for each local mechanism are its safety condition and in  
case of satisfied safety, the expected damage level. A specific developed procedure is 
used for the analysis of historical structures that is recommended in the Italian code. 
The seismic demand of Mallorca Cathedral considered within this thesis corresponds to 
several spectrums obtained from the Italian and Spanish codes and the detailed 
seismic hazard evaluation of the cathedral carried out in a previous work.  
In order to reduce the damage level or to assure the safety of the local mechanisms, 
strengthening solutions are proposed in order to improve the seismic behaviour of 
Mallorca Cathedral. The main principles and criterions are respected for conservation 
and restoration of historical structures.  
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RESUMEN 
 
 
Análisis Sísmico y Reforzamiento de la Catedral de Mallorca 
 
 
Debido a la complejidad asociada a la acción sísmica, así como a las propiedades 
dinámicas de las estructuras, el diseño de edificios históricos sólo ha tenido en cuenta 
las acciones estáticas. 
Dependiendo de la sismicidad del sitio, los edificios se caracterizan por detalles 
constructivos más o menos adoptados para prevenir daños importantes debido a la 
acción sísmica. 
Por consiguiente, en el presente trabajo se realiza el análisis sísmico de la Catedral de 
Mallorca. Los daños típicos derivados de la actividad sísmica en edificios históricos 
son causados por elementos arquitectónicos aislados que se caracterizan por un 
comportamiento estructural autónomo del resto del edificio. Estos mecanismos locales, 
que son propensos a desarrollarse durante un sismo, se individualizan en la Catedral 
de Mallorca en el curso de los estudios realizados en esta tesis. 
El análisis sísmico de la Catedral de Mallorca incluye el análisis individual de cada uno 
de los mecanismos locales considerados. El comportamiento estructural no lineal se 
obtiene mediante análisis límite y el punto de desempeño se obtiene a través del 
método del espectro de capacidad. 
Los resultados obtenidos para cada mecanismo local son su condiciones de seguridad 
y, si la seguridad está garantizada, el nivel de daño que se puede esperar. Se utilizó 
un procedimento desarrollado específicamente para el análisis de las estructuras 
históricas que está presente en la norma Italiana. 
La demanda sísmica de la Catedral de Mallorca considerada en este trabajo 
corresponde a varios espectros obtenidos en la norma Italiana y Española, y en una 
evaluación detallada de la peligrosidad sísmica de la catedral llevada a cado en un 
trabajo anterior.  
Con el fin de reducir el nivel de daño o para garantizar la seguridad de los mecanismos 
locales, se proponen soluciones de reforzamiento para mejorar el comportamiento 
sísmico de la Catedral de Mallorca que respeten los principios y criterios 
fundamentales para la conservación y restauración de estructuras históricas. 
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RESUMO 
 
 
Análise Sísmica e Reforco da Catedral de Maiorca 
 
 
Devido à complexidade associada à accão sísmica, bem como às propriedades 
dinâmicas das estruturas, o projecto de edifícios históricos considerava somente 
accões estáticas. Dependendo da sismicidade do local, os edifícios são caracterizados 
por mais ou menos pormenores construtivos adoptados de forma a prevenir danos 
importantes devido à accão sísmica. 
Assim, neste trabalho é realizada uma análise sísmica da Catedral de Maiorca. Os 
danos típicos em edifícios históricos decorrentes da actividade sísmica são causados 
por partes arquitectónicas singulares, caracterizadas por um comportamento estrutural 
autónomo do resto do edifício. Estes mecanismos locais, com possibilidades de se 
desenvolverem durante a ocorrência de um sismo, são individualizados na Catedral de 
Maiorca no decorrer dos estudos realizados nesta tese. 
A análise sísmica da Catedral de Maiorca compreende a análise individual de cada um 
dos mecanismos locais considerados. O comportamento estrutural não linear é obtido 
através de análise limite e o ponto de desempenho é obtido através do método do 
espectro de capacidade. Os resultados obtidos de cada mecanismo local são a 
respectiva condicão de seguranca e, no caso de a seguranca estar assegurada, o 
nível de dano que pode ser esperado. É utilizado um procedimento especificamente 
desenvolvido para a análise de estruturas históricas que está presente na norma 
Italiana. 
A accão sísmica esperada para a Catedral de Maiorca considerada nesta tese 
corresponde a diversos espectros obtidos através das normas Italià e Espanhola e de 
uma avaliacão detalhada do risco sísmico da catedral que foi realizada num trabalho 
anterior. De forma a reduzir o nível de dano ou para assegurar a seguranca dos 
mecanismos locais, são propostas solucão de reforco com o intuito de melhorar o 
comportamento sísmico da Catedral de Maiorca. São respeitados os princípios e 
critérios principais para a conservacão e reabilitacão de estruturas históricas. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 General aspects 
 
 
Since many years ago, the protection of the historical buildings towards the action of 
natural risks has been studied. It is well known that it have always represented the 
main cause of damage and losses to this kind of cultural heritage. Among these natural 
risks, earthquakes are the kind of event causing more significant losses. 
 
Because of the complexity associated with the seismic action, as well as the dynamic 
properties of the structures, only static actions were considered in the design of 
historical structures. These were built proportional to bear vertical loads and the static 
horizontal thrusts of arches and vaults. 
 
Till nowadays the scientific community developed several methods to consider the 
seismic action in the design of new buildings and in the structural analysis of existing 
ones. These methods may be linear static where lateral forces obtained from seismic 
spectrums are applied, nonlinear static, or pushover, where a pattern of lateral forces is 
applied and nonlinear dynamic. The latter is the most powerful method of analysis but, 
due to its complexity, it is not suitable for the seismic analysis of many buildings. 
 
The aim of the present study is to propose a strengthening solution for Mallorca 
Cathedral so that the safety and damage expected from a seismic event are within an 
acceptable level. Mallorca Cathedral is a building which construction started around the 
year 1300 and it was subjected to some seismic events. The most significant one 
occurred in 1851 and caused the collapse of the main facade of the building. 
 
In order to carry out a seismic analysis of Mallorca Cathedral, it is important to 
understand the usual structural response of historical building towards seismic events. 
Usually, the damages arising by an earthquake include: damage in the towers, 
separation of the main external walls, cracking of the external walls and among others. 
The nature of these damages depends on the construction details and on the spectral 
values and the motion history of the seismic event. 
 
However, it was noted the recurrent damage and collapse mechanisms that were 
observed usually don’t involve the whole structure but only single architectonic parts, 
named macroelements, which are characterized by an almost autonomous structural 
behaviour in comparison with the rest of the building. 
 
In these cases, the common pushover methodologies recently developed are not 
suitable. Therefore, the main procedure applied in this work for the seismic analysis of 
Mallorca Cathedral is also a nonlinear static procedure developed specifically for the 
analysis of historical buildings. The capacity of the each macroelement is obtained 
through limit analysis. 
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1.2 Objectives of the thesis 
 
As it was mentioned before, the main objective of this thesis is to propose a 
strengthening solution for Mallorca Cathedral so that the safety and damage expected 
from a seismic event are within an acceptable level. 
In order to lay-out the strengthening solution, a seismic analysis of Mallorca Cathedral 
is carried out. To use the before mentioned methodology it is first necessary to 
individualize the several local mechanisms that may occur during an earthquake. It is 
intended for each one to get its capacity curve, which relates acceleration with 
displacement, by kinematic limit analysis. These capacity curves are then intersected 
with seismic spectrums in order to get the performance point of the local mechanism 
and the corresponding seismic demands in terms of accelerations and displacements. 
 
For the determination of the seismic demand spectrums, the Italian code DM 14-
01.2008 and the Spanish code NSCE-02 are used. However, the spectrums presented 
in codes are suitable only to new constructions since they are usually calibrated 
considering their over strength. 
 
After the obtainment of the seismic behaviour of the several local mechanisms of 
Mallorca Cathedral, the strengthening solutions are proposed in order to assure the 
safety of the mechanisms and to reduce the expected damage, if needed. 
 
1.3 Organization 
 
The thesis is organized in seven chapters. After this 1st chapter of introduction, in the 
2nd chapter it is discussed the methods of seismic analysis of structures in general, 
and of historical structures in particular. It is described specifically the basic 
assumptions of limit analysis and the nonlinear static procedure that is mainly applied 
in this thesis. 
 
In the 3rd chapter a description of Mallorca Cathedral is presented. This includes the 
general structural and architectural description of the building, the description of its 
history and the significant events that occurred in the past, the description of the 
construction process and also the damage identification that was carried out by 
previous studies about Mallorca Cathedral. 
 
In the 4th chapter the previous works which comprised a structural analysis of Mallorca 
Cathedral are described.  
 
In the 5th chapter the seismic analysis of Mallorca Cathedral is carried out. The local 
mechanisms that are likely to occur during a seismic event, as well as the seismic 
demand spectrums considered, are described. Also the assumptions made in order to 
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perform the necessary calculations for the seismic analysis are referred. Finally, the 
results are presented. 
 
In the 6th chapter the strengthening solutions are proposed. This is done taking into 
account the results obtained from the seismic analysis. It is presented the philosophy 
behind the strengthening proposals and the aim of each one of them. 
 
In the 7th chapter the main conclusions that came out from the work developed are 
presented. These conclusions include comments on the results obtained from the 
seismic analysis as well as remarks about the strengthening needed for Mallorca 
Cathedral. 
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2.SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF HISTORICAL STRUCTURES 
 
 2.1 Methods of analysis 
 
The seismic action is the natural phenomenon that causes more damage in structures. 
The damage is caused by the ground motion that must be considered in the structural 
design. Nowadays it is not possible to predict exactly not only when is an earthquake 
going to occur, but also the ground acceleration that it will induce. This prediction can 
only be made in probabilistic terms. 
 
Therefore, the aim of seismic engineering nowadays is to design structures, through 
the register of past seismic events, so that in the future they will have an acceptable 
probability of not collapsing. 
 
Since earthquakes are rare actions, the builders experience was different from area to 
area and from time to time. In areas of high seismicity, where significant earthquakes 
occur quite often, buildings are characterized by constructive details and 
reinforcements specifically adopted to protect them from seismic actions. In areas of 
moderate seismicity, these solutions may be found only in the buildings constructed 
immediately after a serious earthquake, together with traditional repairing techniques 
(tie rods, buttresses, scarp walls, foil arches between facing buildings). However, 
awareness of the importance of these details disappears after two or three generations. 
 
With respect to the structural design, in the past masonry buildings were constructed 
taking into consideration only static actions. Notions such as dynamic amplification, 
damping, interaction between the soil and the structure were not simple to manage. 
Therefore, masonry buildings were proportional to bear vertical loads and the static 
horizontal thrusts of arches and vaults. 
 
Nowadays, the usual method that is presented in codes to consider the seismic action 
in the design of new buildings is linear analysis with forces obtained using design 
spectrums. This simple application of forces without considering the nonlinear 
behaviour of the materials and its capacity to deform beyond its elastic limit may lead to 
a significant increase of the forces of the structures. This is the reason why usually 
these forces are affected by a behaviour coefficient that reduces the forces and 
increases the displacement. 
 
This type of linear analysis, or equivalent linear analysis, is very simple and easy to 
apply. However, it is not suitable for the seismic analysis of existing and, particularly, 
historical buildings since the displacements distribution obtained in the inelastic range 
is usually very different from the one obtained by linear elastic analysis (Lagomarsino 
(2006)). 
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Since rehabilitation of historical structures in seismically vulnerable areas is a matter of 
growing concern and the main objective is to identify the structures susceptible to 
damage and also determine its acceptable level of damage, function of the seismic 
nonlinear response, simplified linear static analyses are found to be inadequate to 
make such kind of assessment. A continual research by thestructural engineering 
community has successfully developed a new generation of analysis procedure called 
performance based structural evaluation (Das (2008)). 
 
The most powerful method for seismic analysis of historical buildings is the dynamic 
nonlinear analysis. However, this kind of analysis is very difficult to apply due to several 
aspects. One of them is the difficulty of modelling the deformation of the materials 
subjected to loading and unloading cycles. Also dynamic nonlinear analysis is 
computationally too expensive and sometimes the interpretation of the results is too 
complex. Intending to perform simpler analysis, through the last years several methods 
have been developed where the nonlinear dynamic behaviour of structures is 
approximated by the behaviour obtained by the application of static forces to a 
structure, modelled taking into account the nonlinear relation between forces and 
displacements. 
 
It is assumed that the curve that represents the forces acting on the structure as a 
function of the displacement of a chosen control point includes the peak responses that 
could be obtained by a nonlinear dynamic analysis. This curve is named capacity 
curve. Through the use of the capacity spectrum method this curve is intersected with a 
demand seismic spectrum and the resultant point, designated as performance point, 
represents the seismic demand of the structure. 
 
The capacity curve of a structure can be obtained through, for example, pushover 
analysis. The basic idea of the pushover analysis is to apply to the structure a pattern 
of incremental forces or displacements in a way that the response obtained constitutes 
an approximation of the peak responses that are obtained by nonlinear dynamic 
analysis. In other words, it is assumed that the response obtained by the application of 
incremental forces or displacements may represent the result that would by obtained 
by dynamic analysis. It is expected that pushover analysis provides information of 
several characteristics of the seismic response of a structure, which would not be 
possible to obtain through the linear static analysis that have been used for structural 
seismic design in the last years. 
 
Many methods were presented to apply the nonlinear static pushover techniques to 
structures. The first ones proposed the modification of the demand spectrum according 
to the extent of the inelasticity of the seismic response of the structure. 
 
Since these proposals only took into account the response of the fundamental mode of 
vibration of the structure, methodologies where the seismic performance of a structure 
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is determined as a combination of the response obtained by all the modes that 
influence the seismic behaviour were proposed later. 
 
In order to take into account the changes of the modal properties of the structure within 
the inelastic range, several methodologies were recently proposed where the force or 
displacement pattern applied is uploaded before each load increment step according to 
the corresponding modal properties of the structure. 
 
Another way to obtain the capacity curve to be used in the capacity spectrum method is 
the limit analysis. Due to its simplicity and to its wide application in historical structures 
and structural elements in particular, this is the main analysis used in the seismic 
assessment of Mallorca Cathedral carried out in the present study. Therefore, a 
detailed description of the limit analysis is provided in the next section. 
 
2.2 Limit analysis 
 
 2.2.1 Basic assumptions 
 
Limit analysis depicts realistically the collapse and capacity of masonry structures and 
it constitutes a very reliable and powerful tool for their structural assessment, 
sometimes in combination with other possible tools. The possibilities of the classic 
calculations of the limit analysis, based on the theories of plasticity, have been 
highlighted by Heyman (1966). The theories of limit or conventional plastic analysis can 
be applied to masonry structures if it is accepted that the material fulfils the following 
properties: 
 
• Masonry has no tensile strength. In fact, masonry structures present some 
tensile strength, but due to the weakness of mortar and bond behaviour 
between mortar and masonry units, the tensile strength can be considered 
negligible since only low tensile forces can be transmitted. 
 
• Masonry has an infinite compressive strength. Although this is usually realistic 
to apply, since in many historical masonry buildings the compressive stresses 
are smaller than the corresponding strength, it should be always confirmed. 
Some authors who studied this subject found that the crushing failure is likely to 
happen in some historical structures. 
 
• Sliding between stone blocks is impossible to occur. This is not totally true since 
in some cases failure is possible to occur due to sliding, but its consideration in 
limit analysis is very difficult to carry out. Therefore, the assumption of no slide 
is made. 
 
• Elastic deformations are negligible, but displacements and rotations are 
possible due to the cracking. 
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If these properties are fulfilled in a masonry construction, it can be demonstrated three 
fundamental theorems that constitute the basics for the analysis or calculations of 
masonry structures: lower bound theorem, upper bound theorem and uniqueness 
theorem. 
 
Lower bound theorem 
 
A masonry structure is safe if it is possible to find a statically admissible state of 
equilibrium compatible with the loads. This occurs when a thrust line can be 
determined in equilibrium with the external loads that falls within the boundaries of the 
structures (Figure 2.1). The load applied is a lower bound of the actual ultimate load. 
 
Figure 2.1 - Thrust line within a masonry structure 
 
 
Upper bound theorem 
 
The upper bound theorem states that if a kinematically admissible mechanism can be 
found, for wich the work developed by external forces is positive or zero, the arch will 
collapse. In another words, if a mechanism is assumed (by arbitrarily placing a 
sufficient number of hinges), the load which results from equalizing the work of the 
external forces to zero is an upper bound of the actual ultimate load (Figure 2.2). 
 
 
Figure 2.2 – Kinematic mechanism of an arch 
 
Uniqueness theorem 
 
The uniqueness theorem states that if a both statically and kinematically admissible 
collapsing mechanism is possible , a limit condition is reached meaning that the 
structure will be about to collapse. 
In other words, if a solution for the thrust line within the boundaries of the masonry 
structure is found and it is tangent to it in a number of points equal to the number of 
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hinges that are needed to form an instable mechanism, then the applied load is the true 
ultimate load and the mechanism represents the collapse mechanism (Figure 2.3). 
 
 
Figure 2.3 – Collapse mechanism of an arch 
 
 
2.3 Seismic behavior of historic buildings: proposal for a 28 mechanisms        
for churches. 
 
 
There are several types of damages in churches caused by earthquakes. The most 
frequent are: damage in the towers (sometimes including its fall), separation of the 
main external walls by rotation with respect to the foundation, cracking of the external 
walls produced by shear forces and by the existing large openings, flattening of vertical 
elements (columns and walls) due to high axial loading and damages elements that are 
not located on the main structure. 
 
The nature of the former damages depends on many things like the presence or not of 
connectors that restrain the walls, the deterioration state, the type of soil or the 
characteristics of the seismic action. The spectral values as well as the motion history 
along a seismic event are also of great importance to the performance of the structure. 
These aspects depend very much on the proximity to the fault, on the presence of soft 
soil and on the topography of the place. 
 
Going deep into damage observation, recurrent damage and collapse mechanisms 
have been observed, which usually don’t involve the whole structure but only single 
architectonic parts, named macroelements, which are characterized by an almost 
autonomous structural behaviour in comparison with the rest of the building. Therefore, 
the concept of macroelement allows analyzing the most vulnerable parts of the 
structure which are characterized by the activation of the partial collapse mechanisms 
(Martinez (2007)). In Lagomarsino (1998), the author proposed the possible collapse 
mechanisms in churches through the observation of the structural behaviour during 
past earthquakes. These collapse mechanisms are presented in Figure 2.4. 
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Table 1 – Mechanisms of collapse 
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Figure 2.4 – Macroelements for churches proposed by Lagomarsino(1998) 
 
2.4 Analysis of local mechanisms collapse of building in existing masonry 
(Circolare 2 febbraio 2009, n. 617) 
 
 
 
In the existing masonry buildings often causes seismic partial collapses occur, usually 
for loss of balance portions of walls, and the Verification of these mechanisms in the 
procedures described below, assumes significance as it ensures a certain monolithic 
walls, which would prevent collapse point for disintegration of the masonry. 
Local mechanisms mainly occur in masonry walls perpendicular to their plan for action, 
while in case of  systems arc also shares in the plan. 
 
Verifications with regard to local mechanisms of damage and collapse (in the plane and 
off the plane) can be done by analyzing the limit balance, according to the kinematic 
approach, based on the choice of the collapse mechanism and evaluation of the 
horizontal that active this mechanism. 
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The application of the verification method thus requires the analysis of local 
mechanisms considered significant for the construction, which can be devised by the 
knowledge seismic of behavior of similar structures, already damaged by the 
earthquake, or identified whereas the presence of any cracking state , including non-
seismic will be kept in mind also the quality of the connection between the masonry 
walls, the wall texture, the presence of chains, interactions with other elements of the 
building or adjacent buildings. 
 
The cinematic approach also allows to determine the trend of the horizontal action that 
the structure is gradually able to withstand the evolution of the mechanism. 
This curve is expressed by a multiplier α, ratio of the horizontal forces applied and the 
corresponding weights of these masses, represented as a function af displacement dk 
a reference point of the system, the curve must be determined to cancel any capacity 
Horizontal support actions (α = 0). 
This curve can be transformed into the curve of the ability of a system equivalent to a 
degree of freedom, which can be defined as the ability to move the last local 
mechanism, compared with the application request from the seismic shift. 
For each possible local mechanism considered significant for the building, the method 
consist in following steps: 
 
- conversion of a portion of the building in an unstable system (cinematic chain), 
through the identification of rigid bodies, defined by planes of fracture predicted 
for the low resistance traction of the wall, able to rotate or scroll through them 
(mechanism of damage and collapse); 
 
- assessment of the multiplier of horizontal loads α implies that the activation of 
mechanism (limit state of damage); 
 
- assessing trends in the multiplier of horizontal loads α to grow by   
dk displacement of a control point in the drive train, usually chosen near 
center of gravity of the masses, until the annulment of the horizontal seismic 
force; 
 
- transformation of the curve resulting in the capacity curve,acceleration a* and 
d* spectral displacement, with evaluation of the last movement of the 
mechanism for collapse (Ultimate limit state), defined below; 
 
- security checks, by controlling the compatibility of displacements and / or 
required strength by the structure. 
 
For the application of the method of analysis it is assumed, in general: 
 
- no tensile resistance of masonry; 
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- no sliding between the blocks; 
 
- infinite compressive strength of masonry. 
 
 
 
2.5 Capacity spectrum method 
 
2.5.1 Capacity curve 
 
The capacity curve is a function of a building’s lateral load resistance versus its 
characteristic lateral displacement. In the case of limit analysis, it is determined for the 
different local mechanisms that are possible to be developed during an earthquake. 
Therefore, the first step is to define the local mechanisms that will be under 
consideration during the study of an historical building. 
 
The loads applied to each macroelement are the weights of the blocks, the vertical 
loads carried by them (the weights of the floors, roof and other wall elements not 
considered in the structural model), the system of horizontal forces proportional to 
vertical loads if they are not being effectively transmitted to other parts of the building, 
the internal forces and the external forces. The horizontal forces generated by a 
horizontal acceleration are determined as being proportional to the vertical forces 
through the coefficient α. 
 
For each local mechanism considered, it has to be determined the coefficient α0 that 
corresponds to the loose of equilibrium and to the formation of the local mechanism. In 
order to accomplish that, a virtual rotation θk is applied to the macroelement. As a 
function of this rotation and of the geometry of the macroelement, it is determined the 
displacement on the direction of the applied forces. Then it is applied the principal of 
virtual work as in Equation (1), in terms of displacements, equalizing the total work 
done by the external and internal forces applied to the system in correspondence with 
the virtual motion. 
 
 
 
 
 
In Equation (1): 
 
• n is total number of the dead loads applied to the different rigid blocks; 
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• m is the number of weight forces not directly acting on the blocks, but which 
masses, due to the effect of the seismic action, generate horizontal forces on 
the rigid blocks as they are not transmitted to other parts of the building; 
 
• o is the number of the external forces applied to the rigid blocks but not related 
to the masses; 
 
• Pi is the generic weight force; 
 
• Pj is the generic weight force not directly applied on the rigid blocks, but which 
mass, due to the effect of the seismic action, generate horizontal forces on the 
rigid blocks as they are not transmitted to other parts of the building; 
 
• δx,I is the virtual horizontal displacement of the point of application of the weight 
Pi, assuming the positive direction as the one through which the seismic action 
activates the mechanism; 
 
• δx,j is the virtual horizontal displacement of the point of application of the weight 
Pj, taken as above; 
 
• δy,I is the virtual vertical displacement of the point of application of the weight Pi, 
taken as positive if directed upwards; 
 
• Fh is the generic external force, in absolute value, applied to the block; 
 
• δh is the virtual displacement of the point where the force Fh is applied in the 
same direction, though with positive sign if discordant; 
 
• Lfi is the work done by internal forces. 
 
The loose of equilibrium does not correspond to the ultimate condition of the structure, 
because the structure has capacity to support several horizontal actions even after the 
mechanism activation. 
The displacement capacity of the structure until the collapse of the local mechanism 
considered is identified through the horizontal multiplier α of the load determined 
varying the configuration of the kinematic system, representative of the evolution of the 
mechanism and described through the displacement dk of a control point of the system. 
The analysis, through a graphical or an analytical procedure, must be carried out up to 
the configuration where the multiplier αis equal to zero, corresponding to the 
displacement dk,0. 
This means that with the principle of virtual work, Equation (1), it is obtained an 
equation to determine the rotation θk,0, if it is imposed αequal to zero. Once the rotation 
θk,0 is determined, the displacement dk,0 is obtained (Figure 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5 – Rotation θk,0 and displacement dk,0 
 
The evolution of the kinematic mechanism may be determined by points if the actions 
(self weight, external or internal actions) are constant during the evolution of the 
kinematic mechanism. In this case, the obtained curve is linear and, in a simplified way, 
it is sufficient the evaluation of the displacement dk,0 for which the multiplierαis equal to 
zero. The curve assumes the expression expressed on Equation (2). 
 
The latter is illustrated by the graphic of Figure 2.6. 
If it is considered the progressive variation of external forces with the evolution of the 
kinematic mechanism, for example in the case of the lengthening of a tie, the curve is 
piecewise linear, having abrupt changes corresponding to displacements for which 
significant events occur like the yielding of the tie or its collapse. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6 – Capacity curve 
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Knowing the evolution of the load horizontal multiplierαas a function of the 
displacement dk of the control point of the structure, the capacity curve of the 
equivalent system is defined as the relation between the spectral acceleration a* and 
the spectral displacement d*. 
The participation mass of the kinematic mechanism M* is determined considering the 
virtual displacements of the points of applications of the several weights associated to 
the kinematic mechanism. The participation mass is calculated through Equation (3), 
where n+m is the number of weights Pi applied to the macroelement which mass, due 
to the effect of the seismic action, generates horizontal force in the rigid blocks and δx,I 
is the virtual displacement of the point of application of the weight Pi. 
 
The spectral seismic acceleration a* is obtained by multiplying the gravity acceleration 
by the multiplier αand dividing it by the product between the fraction of the participation 
mass of the kinematic and a confidence factor. The spectral acceleration 
corresponding to the activation of the kinematic mechanism is obtained through 
Equation (4), where e* is the fraction of the participation mass and is determined 
through Equation (5) and FC is the confidence factor which is equal to 1.35. 
 
 
Knowing the displacement of the control point dk, it is defined the spectral displacement 
d* of the equivalent system with reference to the virtual displacements evaluated on its 
initial configuration, as expressed by Equation (6), where n, m and Pi are taken as 
above and δx,k is the virtual displacement of the point k, taken as the reference for the 
determination of the displacement dk. 
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In the case of the curve presenting a linear evolution, meaning that the actions are 
constant, the capacity curve assumes the expression expressed in Equation (7), where 
d0* is the equivalent spectral displacement corresponding to the displacement dk,0. 
 
 
 
In the case that the external forces are variable, the curve is assumed as being 
piecewise linear. 
As defined in the Italian code (2009), the resistance and capacity related to the 
Ultimate Limit State (SLV – Stato limite di salvaguardia della vita) is evaluated on the 
point of the capacity curve that corresponds to the spectral ultimate displacement du*. 
As it was verified on experimental dynamic testing carried out by several authors, this 
displacement is defined as 40% of the displacement for which the spectral acceleration 
a* is equal to zero assessed on a curve in which it is considered only the actions which 
presence is verified until the collapse. However, if the displacement corresponding to a 
situation of local incompatibility with the stability of the elements is smaller, this 
displacement should be taken as the ultimate displacement. The latter kind of 
situations may occur for example due to the slipping of a tie. 
 
 
 
2.5.2 Safety verification 
 
• Kinematic linear analysis 
 
For the safety verification, the Italian code (2009) recommends to carry out a 
preliminary simplified linear analysis with a structural factor q. In the case that in this 
analysis the safety is verified, we can considered the local mechanism safe, otherwise 
a kinematic nonlinear analysis must be performed. 
In the case of an isolated macroelement or a part of the building supported on the soil, 
its safety is verified if the spectral acceleration a0* is higher than the soil acceleration, 
which is equal to the elastic spectrum evaluated for a period equal to zero, divided by 
the structural factor q that may be assumed equal to 2. This is expressed by the 
inequality of Equation (8), where ag is the design ground acceleration function of the 
probability of being exceeded during a reference period and S is a soil parameter that 
may be taken equal to 1 for the seismic demands considered in this work. 
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In the case of a part of the construction at a certain height in the building, the 
acceleration is generally amplified with respect to the acceleration of the soil. The 
safety of the macroelement is verified if the inequality of Equation (9) is verified. In this 
equation, Se(T1) is the elastic spectral response calculated for a period T1 that 
corresponds to the first mode of vibration of the whole structure in the direction 
considered. The parameter ψ(Z) is the first mode of vibration in the direction 
considered, that in the absence of an accurate evaluation may be taken as equal to 
Z/HTOT, being HTOT the height of the structure with respect to the foundation and Z 
the height, with respect to the foundation of the building, of the barycentre of the bond 
line between the studied macroelement and the rest of the structure. The parameterγis 
the corresponding coefficient of modal participation that in the absence of an accurate 
evaluation may be taken as equal to 3N/(2N+1), being N the number of floors of the 
building that in this case is 1. 
 
 
Thus, the safety of the kinematic mechanism is assured through the kinematic linear 
analysis if the spectral acceleration a0* is higher than the maximum of demand 
accelerations calculated in Equation (8) and Equation (9). 
 
 
• Kinematic nonlinear analysis 
 
In a kinematic nonlinear analysis, the verification consists on the comparison between 
the the ultimate displacement du* of the mechanism and the displacement demand 
obtained by the displacement spectrum in correspondence with the secant period Ts. 
This period corresponds to the displacement ds* that is equal to 0.4·du*  and the 
corresponding as*in the capacity curve. The obtainment of the seismic demand in this 
way is illustrated in Figure 2.7 
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Figure 2.7 – Secant period Ts 
 
The calculation of Ts is then carried out through the Equation (10). 
 
This procedure was introduced in order to take into consideration the fact that in the 
mechanisms where the rigid overturning is prevalent, the structure shows a non linear 
behavior where there are small values of hysteretic damping and limited degradation. 
In this case the determination of the seismic demand for values of period smaller than 
the one correspondent to du*  should bring to not overestimate it. 
For a macroelement supported on the soil, the safety is verified if the inequality 
expressed on the Equation (11) is satisfied, where Sde (Ts) is the elastic spectral 
response in terms of displacements corresponding to the period Ts. 
 
 
In the macroelement studied is at a certain height of the building, it must be considered 
the response spectrum in terms of displacements of the building at the height which the 
kinematic mechanism is developed. It is considered that the safety is assured if the 
condition expressed on the Equation (12) is satisfied, where Se(T1), ψ(Z) and γare 
taken as above. 
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Thus, the safety of the kinematic mechanism can be assured through the kinematic 
nonlinear analysis if the ultimate displacement du* is higher than the maximum of the 
demand displacements calculated in Equation (11) and Equation (12). 
 
 
 
2.5.3  Damage levels 
 
With the method presented above, it is possible to state if the safety of the possible 
local mechanisms is assured or not. However, if the collapse is not expected to occur, 
it is important to evaluate the damage level that can be expected for the several 
possible local mechanisms. 
Knowing the value of the performance point and its corresponding spectral 
displacement, it is possible to know the damage level expected comparing this value 
with defined thresholds values. These thresholds values are the spectral displacements 
that limit a range of values associated to a certain damage level. 
Different proposals have been carried out for these thresholds values, but in this study 
the values proposed by Lagomarsino et al. (2003) are going to be used, since they 
were proposed specifically for the case of historical buildings based on the European 
macroseismic scale. The thresholds between two different damage levels are defined 
as follows: 
 
- Limit state 1 (no damage) is defined by a fraction of the acceleration that activates 
the mechanism, being defined by α=0.7·a0*; 
 
- Limit state 2 (slight damage) is defined by the acceleration that activates the 
mechanism , being defined by α=a0*; 
 
- Limit state 3 (moderate damage) is defined by d*=1/8·d0*; 
 
 
- Limit state 4 (extensive damage) is defined by d*=1/4·d0*; 
 
 
- Limit state 5 (complete damage) is defined by d*=1/2·d0*. 
 
Table 2 – Level of damage 
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3  MALLORCA CATHEDRAL 
 
 3.1 Description of the building 
 
The Mallorca Cathedral (Figure3.1), popularly known as “La Seu”, is located in the city 
of Palma de Mallorca which is the capital of the Spanish island Mallorca, belonging by 
its turn to the Baleares islands, located in the Mediterranean Sea. Designed in a 
French-gotich style, Mallorca Cathedral is one of the well known cathedrals in Spain for 
its architecture. In comparison to other cathedrals for example Santa Maria del Mar in 
Barcelona that was built within 53 years, Mallorca Cathedral was built over a large 
period spanning around 300 years (1300 to 1601) being later subjected to significant 
repairs and constructions (Das (2008), Martinez (2007), Rodriguez (2009), González et 
al. (2008)). 
The building is characterized by some major features, such as the search for 
spaciousness, the high lateral naves (although not so high as to take the role of flying 
arches), the lateral chapels between buttresses and the extremely slender and solid 
octagonal piers. In a way, the builders managed to synthesize Northern and Southern 
Gothic architecture to produce a vast and diaphanous space. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 The Mallorca Cathedral 
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In Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 a plan and an elevation of the Cathedral are presented. It 
is possible to distinguish two parts of the structure. The first is the largest body formed 
by the main nave limited by the West facade and the second is located at East and 
composed by the choir and surrounding chapels. 
The first body of the cathedral comprises the central nave and the lateral ones 
surrounded by a series of lateral chapels built in between the buttresses. The second 
body had been built in previous historical stage and it included the Royal chapel and 
Trinity chapel(the first element built in the complex). It is not known if the building was 
meant to have the present arrangement or if it is the result of decisions to extend to 
other parts taken after another part was completed. Remains of unused capitals and 
nervure springing at the end of the Royal Chapel suggest that the decision of building 
an imposing body of larger dimensions was actually taken after the completion of the 
Eastern part of the building. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 – Elevation of Mallorca Cathedral. 
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The cathedral has the global dimensions of 120m in length and 55m in width. The 
central nave has longitudinally 77m and it is composed by seven bays. It spans 19.9m 
and its heigh treaches 43.9m at the vaults keystone. About the lateral naves, they span 
8.75m and a height equal to 29.4m. The vault sin the latter are quadrangular with the 
dimension equal to the nave span, while in the central nave they are rectangular with a 
dimension equal to the last vaults and the other one equal to the central nave span 
(Figure 3.4). A false transept 11.7m wide (33% bigger than the other bays) connects 
the main doors located in the North and South sides of the building, named Almoina 
and Mirador respectively. 
The octagonal piers have a free height to the springing of the lateral vaults equal to 
22.7m and their octagonal transverse section has a circumscribed diameter around1.6 
and 1.7m, being though extremely slender, as it was before mentioned (Figure 3.5). 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 and 3.5 -  Central nave and octagonal piers. 
 
 
The vaults are complemented with some sort of filling material up to the level of the 
terrace. A lightweight pottery fill was probably removed from the central vaults during 
the 18th century while the lateral vaults are still filled with pottery. 
Another interesting characteristic in Mallorca Cathedral is the existence of a double 
battery of Flying arches (Figure 3.6), which is not common in Spanish cathedrals. While 
the function of the under Flying arches is totally justified, that is to transfer the lateral 
thrust offered by the central vault towards the buttresses, the upper battery doesn’t 
seem to have a structural purpose, since the building roofing doesn’t transmit forces 
due to the wind (main purpose of the upper flying arches in the Northern European 
churches), working only as a drainage channel. Another possible reason for the 
existence of the upper battery of the flying arches is to provide vertical stability along 
with the additional weights over the arches and the keystones in the vaults of the 
central nave. These additional weights consist in triangular walls connected to the arch 
and stone pyramids with square base over the keystones or central zone of the vaults. 
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Because of the strong solar exposition of the buildings located in Palma de Mallorca, 
since it is in the Mediterranean Sea, the windows are very narrow (Figure 3.7). 
However, the number of windows is very high, which is not possible to be observed in 
the French Gothic cathedrals. 
 
It is also the cathedral with the world’s largest Gothic rose window (Figure 3.8), with a 
diameter equal to 11.5m. This rose window is characterized by the existence of a big 
star of 6 tips (David’s star)inscribed in it. 
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3.2 Historical issues 
 
 
According to the legend, the construction of the Mallorca Cathedral was decided in one 
night of 1229. When Jaume I was on his way to recapture the island of Mallorca, his 
fleet was struck by a strong storm. He promised to the Virgin Mary that if he survived, 
he would erect a Church is her honour. 
 
In the place where the Mallorca Cathedral was built, previously had existed an Arab 
mosque, which was being demolished while the construction of the Cathedral 
advanced, until its complete demolition in 1378. 
 
From the starting of construction in fourteenth century to present century the cathedral 
has been altered in several occasions. For example, the present outlook of the main 
West facade was not originally built in this way. After the 1851 earthquake it was 
repaired and came out in a showy Renaissance style. Also several internal alterations 
including the change of the colour of the window glasses had been incorporated by the 
famous architect Gaudi between 1904 and 1914. 
 
The history of the construction, alterations and significant events taken place in the 
history of Mallorca Cathedral are not fully documented in the historical period. Although 
several attempts have been made by the researchers in the present century to 
investigate the historical aspects and related events, still there is not a unique opinion 
about who the constructors of the building were and what the different stages that 
followed its construction were. However, it is possible to define five periods or stages of 
the construction process (Das (2008), Martinez (2007), Rodriguez (2009)). 
 
• First period: The royal construction (1300-1368) 
 
The beginning of the construction occurs around the year 1300, when the king Jaume II 
(1276-1311) left an important legacy in his testament to support the cost of the Trinity 
chapel, which mission was to host the royal tombs in the crypt. The first architect who 
was in charge of the project was Ponc des Coll. 
In 1311 began the construction works of the next body of the cathedral apse, the 
presbytery known as the Royal chapel. This stage was concluded when the 
construction of the latter chapel ended, around the year 1370. 
 
• Second period: The naves (1368-1601) 
 
As it was before mentioned, there is a theory based on the principles of its construction 
that indicates that the cathedral was originally planned to have only one nave with the 
same width as the Royal chapel. However, it is thought than in 1368, the architect 
Jaume Mates conceived the actual three naves of the cathedral. 
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Around the year 1400, the constructions works were in the door of the Mirador. In 1498 
the door of the Almoina was built and in 1601 the West facade was finished with a 
remarkable Renaissance style. 
During this stage, it is supposed that an arch of the central nave fell in April of 1490 
causing serious damage. 
 
• Third period (1601-1851) 
 
This stage encompasses since the end of the construction of the West facade to the 
beginning of its replacement. It comprises several episodes related to pathologies of 
the vaults. 
In 1639, several experts stated that the major vault near the facade should be 
dismantled and replaced since it presented several cracks. It was the first report of 
damage in the structure of the cathedral, and it is supposed to be the result of the lack 
of longitudinal bracing. As stated by Gonzalez and Roca (2000), this was due the 
inefficient role that the main facade was performing in this aspect. 
 
In 1655, the greater arch of the main nave and the first flying buttress were considered 
that they had to be remade. In 1659 it is known that an arch fell, but there is no 
specification of which one it was. 
 
In the end of March of 1660, there was an earthquake in Palma de Mallorca which 
caused the fall of two arches near the facade. This event can be also related to the 
origin of the out of plumb of the facade, which was reported to have a deformation of 
80cm 19 years later. 
 
In 1698, the vault of the second bay collapsed and right after its reconstruction, it fell 
again in 1699. 
After this event the architect recommended the reconstruction of a set of the vaults in 
the nave which was carried out in the 18th century. After this, also in the 18th century, 
several proposals have been made to prop up six flying buttresses and also to 
demolish the facade because of the out of plumb deformation. 
The latter was finally decided to be done in a report with the date of 28thof March 
of1851, when the deformation was about 1.3m in a total height equal to 60m. However, 
in the 15th of May of 1851, Palma de Mallorca was struck by an earthquake of intensity 
between VII and VIII, which caused the collapse of the already degraded facade. The 
earthquake didn’t have greater effect on the rest of the building. 
 
• Fourth period: The reconstruction ( 1851-1888 ) 
 
In the summer of 1851 the construction works started in order to demolish what was 
left from the West main facade and they lasted for six months. The next step was taken 
in August of the next year when the architect Bautista Peyronnet was designated to 
carry out the reconstruction of the main facade. 
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The restoration project was finally presented in 1854. In the place of the old facade( 
Figure 3.9a ), he laid-out a very different neo-Gothic facade ( Figure 3.9b ). The 
sections of the buttresses of the new facade  were significantly increased. The 
reformation finished in 1888, although four years the construction works were almost 
concluded. 
 
 
 
 
• Fifth period: Reforms ( 1888-2006 ) 
 
 
This last stage comprises several interventions, like the reformation carried out by the 
Catalan architect Antoni Gaudi between 1904 and 1914, in association with other 
architects. From then on, several restoration and conservation works have been carried 
out. In 2006 the restoration of the towers of the West facade was concluded (Figure 
3.10). 
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3.3 Construction process 
 
 
The construction process of the Mallorca Cathedral was reported by González et al. 
(2008), where it was also identified the damage present in the building and where a 
structural analysis was carried out. 
As it was before mentioned, the historical process leading to the final lay-out of the 
cathedral is not very well known. However, research on the historical books carried out 
by González et al. (2008) has provided significant hints on the construction process. 
 
It is known that it was built with limestone from the local quarries of Santanyi. The 
construction of the nave progressed, bay after bay, from the presbytery towards the 
facade (the last part to be built). The construction of the chapels was ahead because of 
the funding provided by noble families or corporations willing them as pantheons or 
gremial chapels. 
It has been possible, at least for one of the bays (the fourth one), to identify the process 
leading to its complete construction. Once again, it started with the lateral chapels, 
followed by the piers, then one lateral vault, then the other and finally the central one. 
In the case of this bay, the construction of the vault lasted 7 years. It should be noted 
that during a period of about 5 years, the lateral vaults were already pushing against 
the pier while the lateral vault was not yet there to counteract their thrust. 
 
From a theoretical point view, structures based on the balance of arch thrusts, as 
Gothic cathedrals, attain full stability only at their final and complete configuration. 
Moreover, adequate equilibrium requires (again, theoretically) the simultaneous 
activation of all the arches and vaults by first building the entire system and then 
removing all the centring almost at once. This is not obviously the case of Mallorca 
Cathedral (as it is not either the case of most similar constructions). Conversely, real 
construction processes involved intermediate stages where equilibrium was reached 
only thanks to auxiliary devices or, in a more hazardous way, by relying in the capacity 
of the incomplete structure. 
The order in which the structural members were built was essential to make the entire 
construction viable or to limit the construction difficulties. 
As mentioned, the construction of Mallorca Cathedral followed a path involving the 
subsequent construction of the bays. The lateral vaults were built before the 
construction of the central ones. In this case, historical research has not provided, so 
far, any hint on the way the structures were stabilized while the central vault was not 
yet built. Several possibilities were considered by González et al. (2008). 
First, the lateral vaults could have been stabilized by means of previously built 
transverse arches. If so, the almost 20m span arches would have needed some 
stabilizing extra weight to resist the thrust of the lateral vaults without experiencing 
inward deformation or collapse. Extra weight actually exists, although its original 
purpose might be different. Second, they could have been stabilized by means of 
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auxiliary devices such as steel or timber ties across the lateral arches or struts across 
the central one. 
Third, they could have been built without any stabilizing element, the partial structure 
being (precariously) stable by itself thanks mainly to the available tensile strength. 
Whatever the method, there was some hazard and chance for damage and 
deformation. This is consistent with the fact that the lateral deformations at the piers 
are very variable (almost “random”) although large in average, and suggests that the 
outcome was very sensitive to the skills and methods used by different builders. 
Moreover, maybe not only one stabilization procedure was used. Maybe different 
approaches (as the three ones mentioned) have been used during the certainly long 
and irregular construction process. 
The longitudinal stability at intermediate stages is even more challenging as the piers 
had to face the unbalanced longitudinal thrust of both the lateral and central vaults. 
According to the historical information available, a previous construction of all the 
clerestory arches (as a way to stabilize the bays at intermediate stages) should be 
clearly disregarded. The use of possible temporary devices (temporary ties or 
buttressing walls) appears as a likely possibility. 
 
 
3.4 Damage identification 
 
 
Study on the building also carried out by González et al. (2008) revealed that the 
building has structural problems in terms of deformations and structural cracks that 
demand for more structural studies to understand the cause and future consequences. 
Very recently some of the minor damages have been repaired, therefore now it is not 
possible to find all those minor damages behind the repairs. The damages found are of 
three different types: 
 
• Cracking in piers: Cracks exist in few piers of Mallorca Cathedral. They tend to 
concentrate close to the corners of the octagonal section (the less confined 
parts) and in some cases shape full wedges are partially or totally detached 
from the core of the pier. 
 
• Cracking in walls and facade: Cracking, mostly developed along the mortar 
joints, can be also recognized in the exterior or clerestory walls. It can be linked 
to the out-of-plumbing experienced by the facade. 
 
• Deformation: The deformation of the overall structure is perceptible. The piers 
show significant lateral deformation, reaching, in some cases, up to 30cm that 
is 1/100 of the height at the springing of the lateral vaults. Remarkably and as it 
was before mentioned, both the magnitude and the shape of the deformation 
vary very significantly (almost randomly) among the different bays, or even 
between the two halves of a single bay. The possibility of these deformations 
being mostly a consequence of errors and hazards experienced during the 
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construction cannot be disregarded. The same applies to possible soil 
settlements estimated as a difference between architecturally related vertical 
references (such as opposite imposts, capitals or ach springing), which 
unevenness might be due, at least in part, to construction inaccuracies. 
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4  PREVIOUS STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF MALLORCA CATHEDRAL 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Till the present date, several studies with structural purposes have been carried out in 
Mallorca Cathedral, due to the great interest that exists towards the building. These 
studies had the aim to understand the structural behaviour of the cathedral and to 
assess its safety that became questionable to researchers from time to time in the 
analysis history. They constitute an invaluable starting point to understand the 
structural behaviour of the building. 
Compared to its life period, and despite the amount of studies carried out, the history of 
analysis on Mallorca Cathedral is relatively new. However, it should be highlighted that 
the studies had a pioneer nature and that significantly contributed to the development 
and the practical application of structural analysis tools to complex structures. 
In the present chapter it is presented from the earlier studies, the ones that used 
rigorous hand calculations (static graphic method), to the more recent ones that used 
modern computer codes. 
 
 
4.2 Salas (2002) 
 
Salas (2002) carried out a structural analysis of Mallorca Cathedral using two different 
methods and made a comparison between both results. One of the methods is the well 
known finite element method with an isotropic damage model and the other one is a 
generalized matrix formulation. The latter is a method to analyze 3D structures with 
curve geometry and elements with variable section. 
Using both methods, the gravity load had to be multiplied by a factor around 1.7 to 
achieve the collapse of the structure. Figure 4.1 shows the collapse mechanism of the 
structure in this load condition. 
 
The model based on the generalized matrix formulation resulted to be more versatile 
than the finite element method identifying damage in the structure and predicting 
collapse mechanisms. 
 
It was also understood the justification of the extra weight over the keystones of the 
vaults and the arches to stabilize the structure, as it assures the safety of the structure 
since without these elements the analysis indicates that the structure is not capable of 
supporting its own self weight, being obtained  a factor for the self weight equal to 
0.9.Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 shows the collapse mechanism in this particular 
condition. 
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Figure 4.1- 4.2 - 4.3 
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Neglecting the weight and the stiffness of the upper battery of the flying arches, the 
models provided a gravity load factor equal to 0.7. In Figure 4.4 it is showed the 
collapse mechanism corresponding to this situation. It is remarkable the clear 
understand of the structural system by who introduced this upper battery of flying 
arches. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 - Stresses 
 
However, if along with the upper battery of flying arches the extra weights are also 
neglected, the system not only is stable, but also it has to reach a gravity load factor 
equal to 1.6 in order to collapse. The structure resists to a seismic design acceleration 
equal to 0.12g, which is equivalent to a return period of 1000 years, according to Salas 
(2002) About the wind, the structure reached a pressure equal to 1.45kN/m2. In both 
cases, the resulting condition of the structure is very severe and seems to be near 
collapse. The collapse mechanisms are similar (Figure 4.5) and it was also possible to 
verify that both the lateral loads resulted in similar formation of cracks. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 – Distribution of normal stresses 
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4.3 Clemente (2006) 
 
More recently, Clemente (2006) presented an analysis of the typical bays of Mallorca 
cathedral applying a nonlinear 3D finite element model, built through the geometry 
created before by Casarinand Magagna (2001). Clemente (2006) used both a 
distributed damage model and a localized damage model. An important material 
parameter for the modelling is the fracture energy that in the study carried out by 
Clemente (2006)was considered infinite. This consideration may overestimate the 
results since the softening is a very important phenomenon in the case of masonry. 
 
A first nonlinear localized damage model was built in order to analyze the bay under 
instantaneous gravity loading. The deformed shaped obtained showed displacements 
of the pillars towards the central part of the building whereas the buttress displaced 
towards the exterior part of the structure (Figure 4.6). Both tendencies coincide 
qualitatively with real condition observed in the structure. 
However, the maximum displacement obtained for the pillar was 0.76cm while the real 
state of the structure showed that the displacements in the pillar vary from 4cmto 
16cm. 
The same model was used for simulating the construction process in two phases in 
order to understand the effect of sequence loading. The first phase of the construction 
considered is the construction of the lateral vaults, so the model is the one represented 
in Figure 4.7. Analysis of the first phase shows that horizontal displacement of the 
upper part of the pillar reached to 3cm, which is four times higher than the 
displacement obtained in the previous case. The latter confirmed the deformation of the 
pillar during the construction of the structure. In the second phase of the analysis the 
value for the displacement of the pillar obtained was 1.84cm which is still much higher 
than the previous case. 
 
 
Figure 4.6 – Deformed shape 
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Figure 4.7 - Simulation 
 
Also the effect of the creep of material due to long term loading was analyzed. A three 
step sequential analysis was performed in this case, being the first two steps done in 
order to simulate the construction process like in the previous model and the third one 
was done in order to observe the increase of deformation as a result of creep of 
material. There was a good agreement with the horizontal displacement in the real 
structure and the displacement obtained by the model. 
The same analysis was carried out again, this time using a large displacement 
formulation instead of small displacement formulation as it was used before. With the 
large deformation formulation, it is not only taken into account the material non 
linearity, but also the geometrical non linearity. Clemente (2006) showed that due to 
the effect of creep, damage progress gradually in the lateral vault, inner face of the 
pillar and in the clerestory towards the collapse (Figure 4.8). 
 
 
Figure 4.8 – Distribution of tension 
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Also complete 2D and 3D models were built considering both distributed and localized 
damage model. 
Two load cases, namely gravity and horizontal seismic load in the terms of gravity, 
were applied inconsecutive phases. The models with distributed damage yielded a 
seismic collapse load factor equal to 0.1 of the gravity load. The deformed shape and 
the tension damage can be observed in figure  4.9. The result obtained with localized 
damage generated higher collapse load. 
 
 
Figure 4.9 – Collapse mechanism 
 
 
 
4.4 Martinez (2007) 
 
 
Martinez (2007) developed a methodology for the assessment of the seismic 
vulnerability of historical constructions, considering the seismic risk of the location and 
analytical models calibrated through the attainment of dynamic properties of the soil 
and the structure. In order to develop this methodology, the tasks carried out by 
Martinez (2007)were : 
 
• to obtain the dynamic properties of Mallorca Cathedral; 
 
• to develop a detailed finite element model of the cathedral with the calibration 
done through the dynamic properties obtained; 
 
• to characterize the soil of the cathedral through dynamic methods; 
 
• to assess the seismic vulnerability of the cathedral applying simplified methods 
based of vulnerability indexes; 
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• to carry out a deterministic and probabilistic study of the seismic risk in order to 
obtain the demand spectrums for the cathedral; 
 
• to determine its seismic vulnerability as a function of the damage expected by 
the structural model through the capacity spectrum method; 
 
• to obtain fragility curves for the different macro elements that compose the 
Mallorca Cathedral. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10 – First mode of vibration 
 
 
According to Martinez (2007), an accurate approach for the seismic design is to 
consider the demand given by an envelope of a great number of response spectrums 
registered in the place where it is intended to evaluate the structure. However, this 
definition has a lack of practical application when it is not possible to count with a great 
amount of accelerometric registers and that’s why the design spectrums are usually 
built through seismic hazard studies. 
 
Martinez (2007) used two types of analysis for the evaluation of the seismic hazard: the 
deterministic and the probabilistic. 
 
The deterministic is based on the assumption that the historic seismicity of a region is 
enough in order to obtain the seismic hazard. Therefore, Martinez (2007) established a 
possible seismic scenario based on the earthquakes that occurred in the past. In Table 
4.1 is presented this deterministic scenario considered. 
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After obtaining the maximum probable magnitudes and the epicentral distances of the 
earthquakes, it was necessary to analyze the effect of those events in the site of study. 
Therefore, it is common to use attenuation relations elaborated from seismic 
information of the site. Several semi-empirical attenuation relations have been 
proposed. Martinez (2007) used the ones proposed by Ambraseys et al. (1996) that 
were developed based on a catalogue made to Europe and adjacent areas in terms of 
magnitude, epicentral distance and local geology. With these relations, the spectrums 
obtained were the ones presented in Figure 4.11. 
 
 
Figure 4.11 - Spectrums 
 
Due to the significant uncertainties that still exist with respect to the dynamic properties 
of Mallorca Cathedral, the softening of the site spectrums was carried out. The criteria 
established in the European code EC8 (1998) were used. Knowing the maximum 
acceleration of the ground associated to the vibration period equal to zero and the 
maximum acceleration of the site spectrum, Martinez (2007) obtained the elastic 
response spectrum the Figure 4.12, considering a soil type B. 
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Figure 4.12 – Specral acceleration spectrum 
 
For the probabilistic estimation of the seismic hazard for the Mallorca Cathedral in 
terms of spectral values of acceleration, Martinez (2007) used the information provided 
by GSHAP (Global Seismic Hazard Assessment Program). Like in the previous case, 
the attenuation relation proposed by Ambraseys et al. (1996) was used, so that the 
response spectrum presented on Figure 4.13 was obtained. It corresponds to a firm or 
rock soil, with a 5% of the critical damping and for return periods (Tr) of 475 and 975 
years. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 – Response spectrums 
 
Since these results correspond to a firm soil, Martinez (2007) carried out an 
implementation of viable alternatives to estimate the amplification site effects in a 
practical way. Through the application of the unidimensional theory of propagation of 
seismic waves within a soil mass, Martinez (2007) obtained the accelerometric 
registers and the response spectrums for Mallorca Cathedral on soft soil, with 5% of 
critical damping and return periods of 475 and 975 years presented on Figure 4.14 and 
Figure 4.15, respectively. 
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Figure 4.14 – Probabilistic estimation 475 
 
 
Figure 4.15 – Prababilistic estimation 975 
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Considering these demand spectrums ,one of the main conclusion taking by Martinez 
with the results obtained for the Mallorca Cathedral was that the most vulnerable 
direction of the building is the longitudinal. This is due to the abrupt changes of 
stiffness in the plan and in the height of the building and also due to the existence of 
few resistant elements to the seismic shear forces. It was also concluded that within 
the transversal direction of the building, the macroelements corresponding to the 
transept present the lowest seismic performance. Martinez (2007) emphasized that in 
general terms, Mallorca Cathedral has an acceptable seismic resistance capacity to the 
demand levels considered. However, this conclusion doesn’t imply that local damage in 
walls, vaults or pillars should not be expected. 
 
 
4.5 Das (2008) 
 
Das (2008) presented structural analysis of historical masonry constructions as well as 
the challenge sin this field with a study of Mallorca Cathedral where the consequence 
of the past construction and alterations were analyzed. The aim was to find the safety 
both for gravity load and lateral seismic load. 
The analyses were performed for a 3D model of a single bay similar as the one used 
by Clemente(2006) (Figure 4.16). In contrast to the infinite fracture Energy used by the 
latter, in Das (2008) very low fracture energy was used. A model with modified modulus 
of elasticity reproduced well the dynamic properties of the structure, near to the 
properties obtained in field experiment and obtained in the global model prepared by 
Martinez (2007). 
Analysis of the structure for gravity load considering both linear and nonlinear material 
was found to have a good agreement with Clemente (2006), being the differences due 
to the improved modulus of elasticity. Gravity load applied till collapse resulted in a load 
factor of 1.62 which was smaller than the one from Clemente (2006) but close to that 
obtained by Salas (2002). 
 
 
Figure 4.16 – Geometry of the bay of Mallorca cathedral (Das 2008) 
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Seismic load analysis performed by applying step by step increment load proportional 
to mass yielded collapse load factor of 0.056. When the force was applied according to 
first mode the load factor obtained was 0.0874. 
 
Finally the capacity spectrum method had been applied to find the displacement 
demand corresponding to a demand earthquake. Intersection of the demand spectrum 
corresponding to an earthquake of peak ground acceleration of 0.048g with a return 
period of 475 years showed that the structure has a good seismic resistance. 
 
 
4.6 Cuzzilla (2008) 
 
 
Cuzzila (2008) applied the limit analysis and the capacity spectrum method to three 
Gothic churches ,which included Mallorca Cathedral, in order to have a better 
understanding of the seismic behaviour of Gothic structures. The safety factor and the 
level of damages expected was studied in these churches ,resulting from the seismic 
action present in both in the EC8 and the Spanish seismic code NCSE-02. 
 
Cuzzila (2008) divided Mallorca Cathedral’s West facade in five different 
macroelements and for each a proper collapse mechanism has been studied ( Figure 
4.17). He concluded that Mallorca Cathedral’s West facade is substantial safe under 
seismic action. 
 
He also studied the transversal action applied on the structure applying the capacity 
spectrum method with the curves obtained by another authors. For this action, it was 
possible to conclude that moderate damage may be expected for the seismic action 
recommended both in European and Spanish codes. 
The damage level has been taken from Lagomarsino et al. (2003). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.17 – Collapse mechanism of Cuzzilla 
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The results obtained by Cuzzila (2008) are summarized in Table 4.2. 
 
He also stated that it is possible to increase the safety level or reduce the possible 
damages due to seismic action on the structures studied. However, taking into account 
the state of conservation of the structure and the costs to realize a proper 
strengthening system, this kind of intervention was considered useless for the case of 
Mallorca Cathedral. 
 
About the method, Cuzzila (2008) concluded that reasonable results can be obtained 
by limit analysis and capacity spectrum method. These methods are useful to have a 
realistic idea about the seismic behaviour of a structure, using a simple approach 
considering the safety factor and the damage level. 
 
 
 
 
 
4.7 Vacas (2009) 
 
 
Vacas (2009) also carried out a study which main objectives were to apply the capacity 
spectrum method to the macroelements of the main facades and the typical bays of 
several churches, comprising the Mallorca Cathedral, and to justify the damage that the 
several previous earthquakes had caused. It was also his purpose to recommend 
interventions in order to avoid severe damages in future earthquakes. 
 
In Vacas (2009), the macroelements of the main facade (Figure 4.18) and of the typical 
bay were modelled . The seismic action was considered according to the Spanish code 
NSCE-02. 
It was defined as elastic over-damped response spectrum in order to take into account 
the significant amount of energy dissipation that can be produced during the evolution 
of a kinematic mechanism in the case of monumental buildings. 
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Figure 4.18 - Models 
 
It was concluded that the West facade of the Mallorca Cathedral presents a good 
structural behaviour when subjected to seismic action. Among the studied 
mechanisms, the expected damages are light to moderate. However, a higher level of 
damage can be expected on the upper part of the facade, but without causing its 
collapse. 
 
Due to the too complex kinematic mechanism, the typical bay was not analyzed in 
Vacas (2009) work. However, he proposed a collapse mechanism without calculating it. 
 
 
 
4.8 Rodriguez (2009) 
 
 
Rodriguez (2009) also applied the capacity spectrum method to Mallorca Cathedral, 
but to have a better understanding of the seismic behaviour of the East facade. 
Rodriguez (2009) studied the safety factor and the same level damages as Rodriguez 
did. 
 
Four collapse mechanisms of the East facade of Mallorca Cathedral were considered 
and the seismic action was determined according to EC8 the Spanish seismic code 
NSCE-02 and also according to the deterministic and probabilistic scenarios 
determined by Martinez. 
 
After this comparison and noticing the higher demand of the deterministic and 
probabilistic scenarios, it was stated that conventional codes, mostly oriented to 
modern structures, may not be adequate for the study of ancient structures and may 
lead to inaccurate results. A better approach is to take into account possible evidence 
coming from history, the inspection of the structure in its present condition, monitoring 
and structural analysis. It was also stated that the results obtained from this approach 
may contribute to a better understanding of the real condition of the structure and its 
real needs for seismic upgrading. 
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Figure 4.19 - ADRS 
 
 
Considering the probabilistic scenarios, damage was expected to occur in two 
mechanisms of the East facade which leaded to the conclusion that strengthening is 
needed. Therefore, a strengthening solution with tie rods was recommended. 
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5  SEISMIC ANALYSIS 
 
 
5.1 Local mechanisms 
 
 
For the seismic analysis of Mallorca Cathedral, the local mechanisms that are likely to 
collapse or to cause severe damage are studied. Fourteen mechanisms are chosen, 
mainly located in the West and East facade. The facades are likely to present 
significant damage, or even its collapse, during an earthquake, since they are only 
supported and supporting actions from one of their sides. Thus it is more likely for 
them, or parts of them to overturn, when compared to other elements of the building.  
 
Following, the mechanisms are presented along with the geometry model that was 
developed based on the photogrametry  provided by Gonzalez and Roca (2000). The 
geometric model was built so that the weights of the several macroelements could be 
measured. 
 
 
Mechanism 1 
 
The mechanism 1 corresponds to the overturning of the whole West facade. Since in 
1851 the facade had collapsed and was totally rebuilt after, it leads to the conclusion 
that maybe the interlocking between this element and the rest of the building is not 
totally efficient. Therefore, during a seismic event, the structural response of this 
element may be independent of the rest of the building. The mechanism is 
schematized through the geometrical model on Figure 5.1. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 1. 
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Mechanism 2 
 
The mechanism 2 corresponds to overturning of the central of the West facade. Since 
the central buttresses get the thrust from the central and the lateral vaults, the 
detachment of this part may occur if an earthquake in the longitudinal direction of the 
building occurs. The mechanism is schematized through the geometrical model on 
Figure 5.2. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 2. 
 
 
Mechanism 3 
 
 
The mechanism 3 corresponds to the overturning of the upper part of the West facade 
which includes the rose window, as schematized in Figure 5.3. Since the surrounding 
parts are stiffer, the macroelement considered in this mechanism may have an 
independent seismic response if the interlocking between both parts is not efficient. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 3. 
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Mechanism 4 
 
The mechanism 4 corresponds to the overturning of the upper part of the West facade, 
limited at middle height of the rose as schematized in Figure 5.4. This seems to be a 
mechanism that is likely to occur because of the small contact area between this and 
the under part. The interlocking with the central towers may not be efficient because of 
the same reasons explained above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 4. 
 
 
 
 
Mechanism 5 
 
The mechanism 5 corresponds to the overturning of the upper part of the central part of 
the West facade, over the rose window as schematized in Figure 5.5. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 5. 
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Mechanism 6 
 
 
The mechanism 6 corresponds to the overturning of a central buttress. Similarly to the 
mechanism 2, the thrusts from the vaults may cause the detachment of this element. 
The mechanism is schematized on Figure 5.6. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 6. 
 
 
 
Mechanism 7 
 
 
The mechanism 7 corresponds to the overturning of a central buttress with the upper 
part of the West facade which includes the rose window. The mechanism is 
schematized on Figure 5.7. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 7. 
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Mechanism 8 
 
 
The mechanism 8 corresponds to the overturning of a lateral buttress of the West 
facade in the longitudinal direction. Since this macroelement is only connected to a 
flying arch and the wall under it, it may overturn in this direction if an earthquake 
occurs. The mechanism is schematized in Figure 5.8. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 8. 
 
Mechanism 9 
 
The mechanism 9 corresponds to the transversal overturning of a lateral buttress of the 
West facade. The same that was stated for mechanism 7 is applied here. This 
mechanism corresponds to the possibility of great ground motions due to the 
earthquake occurring in the transversal direction of the building. The mechanism is 
presented on the Figure 5.9. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 9. 
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Mechanism 10 
 
The mechanism 10 corresponds to the overturning of the whole upper part of the East 
facade. Under this part the structure is equilibrated by the Royal and the other chapels 
located there. Therefore, in the case of great ground motions due to an earthquake on 
the longitudinal direction of the building, the under part is not expected to overturn. This 
mechanism is schematized on Figure 5.10. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 10. 
 
 
Mechanism 11 
 
The mechanism 11 corresponds to the overturning of the upper part of the buttresses 
of the East facade. This mechanism accounts with the possibility that the buttress may 
have an independent seismic response than the rest of the facade because of the 
higher stiffness and the possible bad interlocking with adjacent elements. Like stated 
for the mechanism 12, it is likely that the under part will not overturn since it if confined 
by the chapels. The mechanism is schematized in Figure 5.11. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 11. 
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Mechanism 12 
 
The mechanism 12 corresponds to the overturning in the transversal direction of the 
building of a buttress of the East facade. This possibility of a local collapse is due to the 
aforementioned possible independent seismic response of the buttress and because of 
the thrust from the vaults on the transversal direction of the building. The mechanism is 
schematized on Figure 5.12. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 12. 
 
 
Mechanism 13 
 
The mechanism 13 corresponds to the overturning of the central upper part of the East 
facade. Since the seismic response of this and the buttresses may be independent, it 
seems reasonable to consider this mechanism. It is schematized in Figure 5.13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.13 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 13 
 
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Mechanism 14 
 
The mechanism 14 corresponds to the overturning of the building of a buttress of the 
East facade. It is schematized in Figure 5.14. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.14 – Isometric, Frontal and Lateral view of Mechanism 14. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.2 Seismic demand spectrum 
 
 
 
To evaluate the seismic demand of the Mallorca Cathedral, two different approaches 
will be used. One is to use the response spectrum presented in the Spanish code 
NSCE-02 (2002), another is to use the Italian code DM 14-01-2008.  
 
 
5.2.1 NSCE-02 
 
In the case of Palma de Mallorca, the maximum acceleration in firm soil, called basic 
seismic acceleration, ab, is equal to 0.04g, according to NSCE-02. Applying the 
specifications of the code to obtain the design seismic acceleration, ac, it is obtained 
the Equation (13). In this equation a0 is taken as above. The parameter ρ is the 
coefficient of risk, function of the acceptable probability that ab is exceeded in the life 
period for which the construction is projected, and it is equal to 1.0 in the case of 
normal importance constructions and equal to 1.3 in the case of special importance 
constructions (in this study the value 1.3 will be adopted). The parameter S is the soil 
amplification coefficient that in the case of this study is equal to C/1.25, being C the soil 
coefficient that depends on the geotechnical characteristic of the soil and in this case is 
equal to 1.6, according to Martinez (2007). 
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Thus, a design seismic acceleration equal to 0.067g is obtained. This value 
corresponds to a vibration period equal to zero or, in other words, corresponds to the 
soil period considering in an approximate way the site effects. However, to design 
purposes it is necessary to know the value of the design elastic spectrum which is 
obtained as the maximum value of the elastic response spectrum with 5% of the critical 
damping, defined by the values presented from Equation (14) to Equation (16). In these 
equationsα(T) is the value of the normalized elastic response spectrum, T is the 
fundamental period of the structure in seconds, K is the contribution coefficient taken 
as 1.0 in this study, C is taken as above and TA and TB are characteristic periods of the 
response spectrum equal to K·C/10 and to K·C/2.5, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.15 – α(T) 
 
Multiplying the design seismic acceleration ac by the value of the normalized elastic 
response Spectrum α(T), the response spectrum recommended in the Spanish code 
for Palma de Mallorca is obtained and presented in Figure 5.16 
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Tr = 475 
 
 
 
Tr = 975 
 
 
 
Figure 5.16 - Response spectrum 
 
 
It is necessary to convert this response spectrum with the spectral acceleration as 
function of the period to a ADRS demand spectrum, with the spectral accelerations 
defined as function of spectral displacements. This conversion is obtained with the 
relation expressed in Equation (17). 
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The graph in the ADRS format is presented in Figure 5.17 
 
Tr = 475 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tr = 975 
 
 
Figure 5.17 - Graph in the ADRS format  
 
 
5.2.2 DM 14-01-2008 
 
According to DM 14-01-2008, the values of the spectral values depend of the type of 
the soil in which the construction is located. The expressions for the calculation of the 
elastic spectrum are presented from Equation (18) to Equation (21). 
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In wich T and Se are respectively the vibration period and the spectral acceleration 
horizontal. 
S is the coefficient that takes into account the type of soil and topographical conditions 
by the following relationship: 
 
being SS the coefficient of amplification stratigraphy (see Table 3.2.V) and ST the 
coefficient of  topographic amplification (see Table 3.2.VI); 
 
η is the factor that will influence the elastic spectrum for conventional viscous damping 
coefficients wich in this case is equal to 1. 
 
F0 is the factor that quantifies the maximum spectral amplification in reference to a rigid 
horizontal site. 
 
TC is the period that corresponds with the constant speed section of the spectrum, the 
value is: 
 
 
Where Tc*  is defined in § 3.2 and Cc is a coefficient depending on the category of 
subsoil (see Table 3.2.V); 
Tb is the period that corresponds with the section of the spectrum to constant 
acceleration, 
 
 
Td is the period that correspond with the begin of the section at constant displacement, 
expressed using the relationship: 
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Tr = 475 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tr = 975 
 
 
 
Figure 5.18 – Response spectrum 
 
 
 
It is necessary to convert this response spectrum with the spectral acceleration as 
function of the period to a ADRS demand spectrum, with the spectral accelerations 
defined as function of spectral displacements. This conversion is obtained with the 
relation expressed in Equation (17). 
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The graph in the ADRS format is presented in Figure 5.19 
 
Tr = 475 
 
 
 
Tr = 975 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.19 - Graph in the ADRS format 
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The uniform compressive stress σc is assumed to be equal to the compressive 
resistance of the rigid block, which is equal to 2MPa (value taken from Martinez 
(2007)). The width b is taken as the maximum width of the rigid block where the 
overturning is being considered. 
 
 
5.3.2 Thrust of the vaults 
 
 
The thrust of the vaults supported by the rigid blocks that cause the considered 
possible local mechanisms is calculated through the use of the table proposed by 
Ungewitter (1901). Knowing the length and width of the vaulting bay, its rise from 
springing to crown and the thickness and material of the vault webs, it is possible to 
estimate the weight of the ribs, bosses and vault fill. 
With these quantities is also possible to estimate the vault thrust and its line of action. 
These estimations were made in Ungewitter (1901) and are presented on Table 5.2, 
which is a reduced form of Ungewitter (1901) tables presented in Heyman (1995). In 
this table, V0 and H0 stand for the vertical and horizontal thrust, respectively, and h is 
the distance from the crown of the vault to the point of application of the horizontal 
thrust. 
 
 
Table 5.2 – Thrusts from quadripartite vaults taken from Ungewitter (1901). 
 
 
 
The rise to span ratio of the vault is an important parameter and it takes five values in 
Table 5.2, from the very low rise of 1/8th of the span, through a rise equal to half the 
span, to a rise of twice this value. 
The horizontal and vertical weights include allowances for the ribs, bosses and vaults 
fills. Ungewitter quotes results for five thicknesses and materials of the vault that are: 
 
• 1/2 lightweight brick (125mm); 
 
• 1/2 strong brick (125mm) or 3/2 lightweight (190mm); 
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• 3/4 strong brick (190mm) or 1 lightweight (250mm); 
 
• 1 strong brick (250mm) or 200mm sandstone; 
 
• 300mm rubble vault. 
 
 
 
There are four different types of vaults supported by the facades: the central and lateral 
ones in the West and in the East facade. Following, it is shown the calculation of its 
thrusts. All the horizontal forces are calculated in the longitudinal direction of the 
building, except for the horizontal force calculated for the lateral vaults on the East 
facade. In the latter it is only needed to know the horizontal force on the transversal 
direction of the building because this thrust only has influence on the mechanism 13 
that corresponds to an overturning in the same direction. All the vaults are calculated 
assuming that they are composed by a layer of 200mm of sandstone. 
 
 
Central vault on the West facade 
 
 
In Table 5.3 the geometrical properties of the central vault supported by the West 
facade are presented. 
 
 
Table 5.3 – Geometrical properties of the central vault on the West facade. 
 
s (m) b (m) f (m) 
19,3 8 12,5 
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Being the height to span ration equal to 1.57, the values corresponding to the ratio 1:1 
are used. 
Therefore, the vertical weight V0 is equal to 9kN/m2 and the horizontal weight H0 is 
equal to 2.3kN/m2. 
This values result is a vertical thrust equal to 347.4kN and a horizontal thrust equal to 
88.8kN, corresponding to each point of support of the vault (if the macroelement 
considered for a mechanism is supporting one of the edges of the vault, or in other 
words two supports, these values have to be multiplied by 2). 
Assuming the ratio h/f equal to 0.75 and knowing that this vault is supported at a height 
equal to 30.2m (obtained by the photogrametry provided by Gonzalez and Roca 
(2000)), the horizontal forces are applied at a height equal to 33.3m. 
 
 
Lateral vaults on the West facade 
 
 
In Table 5.4 the geometrical properties of the lateral vaults supported by the West 
facade are presented. 
 
Table 5.4 – Geometrical properties of the lateral vaults on the West facade. 
 
 
s (m) b (m) f (m) 
9,6 8 7,6 
 
Being the height to span ratio equal to 0.95, the values corresponding to the ratio 1:1 
are used. Therefore, the vertical weight V0 is equal to 9kN/m2 and the horizontal weight 
H0 is equal to 2.3kN/m2. 
This values result is a vertical thrust equal to 172.8kN and a horizontal thrust equal to 
44.2kN, corresponding to each point of support of the vault. 
Assuming the ratio h/f equal to 0.75 and knowing that this vault is supported at a height 
equal to 22.8m, the horizontal forces are applied at a height equal to 24.7m. 
 
 
Central vault on the East facade 
 
 
In Table 5.5 the geometrical properties of the central vault supported by the East 
facade are presented. 
 
Table 5.5 – Geometrical properties of the central vault on the East facade. 
 
s (m) b (m) f (m) 
21,3 8,1 13,1 
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Being the height to span ratio equal to 1.62, the values corresponding to the ratio 1:1 
are used. Therefore, the vertical weight V0 is equal to 9kN/m2 and the horizontal weight 
H0 is equal to 2.3kN/m2. 
This values result is a vertical thrust equal to 389.1kN and a horizontal thrust equal to 
99.4kN, corresponding to each point of support of the vault. 
Assuming the ratio h/f equal to 0.75 and knowing that this vault is supported at a height 
equal to 0.72m measured from the height at which the longitudinal overturning 
mechanisms considered on this facade are supported, the horizontal forces are applied 
at a height equal to 4.0m. 
 
 
Lateral vaults on the East facade 
 
In Table 5.6 the geometrical properties of the lateral vaults supported by the East 
facade are presented. 
 
Table 5.6 – Geometrical properties of the lateral vaults on the East facade. 
 
s (m) b (m) f (m) 
8,1 12,8 7,9 
 
 
Being the height to span ratio equal to 0.61, the values corresponding to the ratio 2:3 
are used. Therefore, the vertical weight V0 is equal to 7.5kN/m2 and the horizontal 
weight H0 is equal to 2.5kN/m2. This values result is a vertical thrust equal to 195.0kN 
and a horizontal thrust (being it applied on the transversal direction of the building) 
equal to 65.0kN, corresponding to each point of support of the vault. 
Assuming the ratio h/f equal to 0.72 and knowing that this vault is supported at a height 
equal to 22.2m measured from the soil, the horizontal forces are applied at a height 
equal to 24.4m. 
 
5.4 Results 
 
In this section a summary of the results obtained for Mallorca Cathedral are presented. 
First a kinematic linear analysis was performed for each mechanism. If the safety is 
verified according to this analysis, it is not necessary to perform a kinematic nonlinear 
analysis. However, the latter was also applied to all the mechanisms considered in this 
work in order to understand the seismic nonlinear response of each local mechanism 
and to obtain the level of damage that can be expected from the seismic demand 
presented before. 
In this section only the main results are presented. The detailed calculations are 
presented in Annex A. 
 
Kinematic linear analysis 
In Table 5.7 it is summarised the results obtained through the kinematic linear analysis 
presented before. 
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Mechanism 
DM 14-01-2008 Tr=475 
a0* a0*min 
Safety 
(g) (g) 
1 0,127 0,173 Not verified 
2 0,097 0,173 Not verified 
3 0,070 0,020 Verified 
4 0,147 0,033 Verified 
5 0,227 0,002 Verified 
6 0,060 0,173 Not verified 
7 0,058 0,173 Not verified 
8 0,091 0,173 Not verified 
9 0,098 0,173 Not verified 
10 0,144 0,035 Verified 
11 0,092 0,035 Verified 
12 0,094 0,173 Not verified 
13 0,115 0,035 Verified 
14 0,014 0,173 Not verified 
 
 
Mechanism 
DM 14-01-2008 Tr=975 
a0* a0*min 
Safety 
(g) (g) 
1 0,127 0,216 Not verified 
2 0,097 0,216 Not verified 
3 0,070 0,027 Verified 
4 0,147 0,044 Verified 
5 0,227 0,003 Verified 
6 0,060 0,216 Not verified 
7 0,058 0,216 Not verified 
8 0,091 0,216 Not verified 
9 0,098 0,216 Not verified 
10 0,144 0,047 Verified 
11 0,092 0,047 Verified 
12 0,094 0,216 Not verified 
13 0,115 0,047 Verified 
14 0,014 0,216 Not verified 
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Mechanism 
NSCE-02 Tr=475 
a0* a0*min 
Safety 
(g) (g) 
1 0,127 0,168 Not verified 
2 0,097 0,168 Not verified 
3 0,070 0,027 Verified 
4 0,147 0,044 Verified 
5 0,227 0,003 Verified 
6 0,060 0,168 Not verified 
7 0,058 0,168 Not verified 
8 0,091 0,168 Not verified 
9 0,098 0,168 Not verified 
10 0,144 0,047 Verified 
11 0,092 0,047 Verified 
12 0,094 0,168 Not verified 
13 0,115 0,047 Verified 
14 0,014 0,168 Not verified 
 
 
Mechanism 
NSCE-02 Tr=975 
a0* a0*min 
Safety 
(g) (g) 
1 0,127 0,355 Not verified 
2 0,097 0,355 Not verified 
3 0,070 0,057 Verified 
4 0,147 0,095 Verified 
5 0,227 0,018 Verified 
6 0,060 0,355 Not verified 
7 0,058 0,355 Not verified 
8 0,091 0,355 Not verified 
9 0,098 0,355 Not verified 
10 0,144 0,101 Verified 
11 0,092 0,101 Not Verified 
12 0,094 0,355 Not verified 
13 0,115 0,101 Verified 
14 0,014 0,355 Not verified 
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Kinematic nonlinear analysis 
 
 
In Table 5.8 it is summarised the results obtained through the kinematic nonlinear 
analysis presented before. 
The most remarkable conclusion after observing Table 5.8 is that the safety is assured 
for all the local mechanisms considered in Mallorca Cathedral, even if the seismic 
demand obtained from the deterministic and probabilistic approach estimated by 
Martinez (2007) is considered. Although through the kinematic linear analysis the 
safety was not assured for all the mechanisms, it is possible to notice that if the 
nonlinear behaviour of the mechanisms is considered, they are not expected to 
collapse in the case of a seismic event. 
However, if a nonlinear response is considered, there is the possibility that the 
considered local mechanisms may cause some damage in the building. It is possible to 
notice that  all the damage levels according to Lagomarsino et al. (2003) are between 
the no damage limit state and the moderate damage limit state.  
It is also important to remark that if the design seismic demands obtained from the 
Italian and Spanish codes are used, it is not expected that significant damage occurs in 
none of the local mechanisms considere 
 
 
Mechanism 
DM 14-01-2008 Tr=475 
du* du*min
Safety Level of 
damage (m) (m) 
1 1,595 0,035 Verified D2 or lower 
2 1,352 0,030 Verified D2 or lower 
3 0,477 0,026 Verified D2 or lower 
4 0,685 0,047 Verified D2 or lower 
5 0,351 0,070 Verified D2 or lower 
6 0,832 0,343 Verified D2 or lower 
7 0,791 0,036 Verified D2 or lower 
8 0,967 0,030 Verified D2 or lower 
9 1,030 0,030 Verified D2 or lower 
10 0,614 0,042 Verified D2 or lower 
11 0,326 0,029 Verified D2 or lower 
12 0,912 0,029 Verified D2 or lower 
13 0,519 0,038 Verified D2 or lower 
14 0,163 0,036 Verified D3 
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Mechanism 
DM 14-01-2008 Tr=975 
du* du*min
Safety Level of 
damage (m) (m) 
1 1,595 0,047 Verified D2 or lower 
2 1,352 0,047 Verified D2 or lower 
3 0,477 0,039 Verified D2 or lower 
4 0,685 0,061 Verified D2 or lower 
5 0,351 0,106 Verified D3 
6 0,832 0,820 Verified D3 
7 0,791 0,048 Verified D2 or lower 
8 0,967 0,050 Verified D2 or lower 
9 1,030 0,050 Verified D2 or lower 
10 0,614 0,075 Verified D2 or lower 
11 0,326 0,050 Verified D2 or lower 
12 0,912 0,057 Verified D2 or lower 
13 0,519 0,051 Verified D2 or lower 
14 0,163 0,047 Verified D3 
 
Mechanism 
NSCE-02 Tr=475 
du* du*min
Safety Level of 
damage (m) (m) 
1 1,595 0,126 Verified D2 or lower 
2 1,352 0,136 Verified D2 or lower 
3 0,477 0,039 Verified D2 or lower 
4 0,685 0,061 Verified D2 or lower 
5 0,351 0,106 Verified D3 
6 0,832 0,127 Verified D2 or lower 
7 0,791 0,013 Verified D2 or lower 
8 0,967 0,117 Verified D2 or lower 
9 1,030 0,117 Verified D2 or lower 
10 0,614 0,075 Verified D2 or lower 
11 0,326 0,069 Verified D2 or lower 
12 0,912 0,115 Verified D2 or lower 
13 0,519 0,081 Verified D2 or lower 
14 0,163 0,120 Verified D3 
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Mechanism 
NSCE-02 Tr=975 
du* du*min
Safety Level of 
damage (m) (m) 
1 1,595 0,270 Verified D2 or lower 
2 1,352 0,282 Verified D2 or lower 
3 0,477 0,098 Verified D2 or lower 
4 0,685 0,153 Verified D2 or lower 
5 0,351 0,264 Verified D3 
6 0,832 0,255 Verified D2 or lower 
7 0,791 0,029 Verified D2 or lower 
8 0,967 0,251 Verified D2 or lower 
9 1,030 0,251 Verified D2 or lower 
10 0,614 0,160 Verified D2 or lower 
11 0,326 0,145 Verified D3 
12 0,912 0,244 Verified D2 or lower 
13 0,519 0,173 Verified D2 or lower 
14 0,163 0,257 Verified D3 
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6  STRENGTHENING 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
In order to select a possible strengthening solution, it is essential to consider the 
principles of conservation and the modern criteria for the analysis and restoration of 
historical structures. These criteria include the well-known requirements for minimum 
intervention, reversibility, non-invasiveness, durability and compatibility with the original 
materials and structure. Also it must be known that strengthening normally convey a 
certain loss of cultural value since they normally involve a certain alteration of the 
original materials and structures. 
Because of reasons reported before, any possible solution must be judged in account 
of its possible cost and benefit in terms of conservation of the cultural values of the 
construction. 
The intervention has to be done on well known parts of the structure, reducing the 
number of the operations and, principally, avoiding changing of the original stiffness 
distribution. Also the ornamental displays are a very important issue when the 
interventions have to be chosen, because it cannot influence the historical and 
monumental value of the structure or reduce its artistic merit. 
The choice of the interventions is based on the seismic safety evaluations and a good 
knowledge of the structure. The safety and durability level have to be reached applying 
minimal operations on the historical manufacture. 
The selection of an optimal strengthening technique in order to improve the seismic 
behaviour of monuments is mostly related to public safety, preventing unacceptable 
risks to people, and minimizes the possible losses caused by the earthquake. In the 
case of monuments, the losses to be included are: 
• the cultural loss which might be caused by damage or destruction produced by 
the earthquake; 
• the loss that the seismic event may cause in the form of injuries to people or 
casualties, and in terms of cultural loss in the movable heritage stored inside 
the building. 
The strengthening strategy to be implemented should be oriented to minimize the cost 
associated with both types of losses. 
The effects on monuments caused by an expectable earthquake should be limited to 
an acceptable amount because of the costs in public safety and cultural heritage. 
In order to choose a solution, it has to be taken into account that a level of damage 
equal to D0 is not recommended because of its cost. Some damages, including 
deformations and cracks, are accepted. 
In general, the damage should be repairable using traditional or historical techniques 
for repair or maintenance. The cost of loss in immovable cultural value caused by the 
damage due to earthquake must be smaller that the corresponding cost caused by a 
more heavy and invasive strengthening designed to prevent this damage. 
The solution must respect the structural authenticity of the monument, because it 
provides an immediate and tangible experience on past construction technologies.  
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Also interventions causing a reduced impact on the original structure are preferred, 
providing the required safety level. The strengthening mechanical devices must be 
durable, otherwise, the decay of the material can, in turn, convey damage to the 
original parts. The strengthening technique must be non-obtrusive, by means, it has not 
been noticeable and also it must be possible to dismantle them without leaving and 
lasting alteration or deterioration to the original material and structure. Finally, it must 
be possible to control the intervention during its execution by monitoring the structure 
(Rodriguez (2009)). 
Therefore, it is accepted for the local mechanisms considered a damage level D2 or 
lower. Most of them are within this group of damage levels, however higher damage 
may be expected for mechanisms 5,6  and 11,14. Possible solutions to strengthen the 
corresponding elements are provided in the next section. 
 
6.2 Strengthening solutions 
 
6.2.1 Mechanism 5 and 6 
 
Since it is expected that the mechanisms 5 and 6 will produce significant damage 
during an earthquake, a strengthening of the corresponding element is recommended. 
The scheme of the strengthening is presented in Figure 6.1. It is recommended to 
place steel tendons like schematized in Figure 6.1 (the tendons are highlighted with a 
darker colour) with a prestress force equal to the one needed in order to reduce the 
damage level to D2 or, in other words, to reduce the displacement demand to less than 
1/8 of the displacement d0*. It is recommended to anchor the tendons in the central 
towers of the facade, on the opposite side from where the mechanism is considered to 
develop. 
The friction force produced by the prestressed tendons due to the compression on the 
connection between the buttresses and the upper flying arches stabilizes the 
overturning mechanism. The calculation of the horizontal force, transversal to plan of 
the facade, needed in order to reduce the damage level to D2 is also presented on 
Annex B. 
Figure 6.1 – Strengthening solution for mechanism 5 and 6. 
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6.2.2 Mechanism 11 and 14 
 
Also the mechanism 11 is expected to produce significant damage if an earthquake like 
the one considered on the spanish demand corresponding to a return period of 975 
years, while the mechanism 14 is expected for all the demand code considered. Thus, 
it is recommended carrying out a strengthening in order to prevent a damage level 
equal to D2. The scheme of the strengthening recommended is presented on Figure 
6.3. The solution presented is to place prestressed tendons in the whole width of the 
facade. The tendons would be placed in the upper flying arches and would be 
anchored in the buttresses, on each edge of the facade. 
The friction force produced by the prestressed tendons due to the compression on the 
connection between the buttresses and the upper flying arches stabilizes the 
overturning mechanism. 
The calculation of the horizontal force, transversal to plan of the facade, needed in 
order to reduce the damage level to D2 is also presented on Annex B. 
 
Figure 6.2 – Strengthening solution for mechanism 11 and 14. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
The main objective of this thesis has been the lay-out of the strengthening of Mallorca 
Cathedral. Historical buildings were usually designed considering static forces, 
neglecting the seismic action due to its own complexity and due to the complex 
dynamic behaviour of structures. Therefore it is intended in this thesis to perform a 
seismic analysis and to propose strengthening solutions so that the safety is assured 
and the damage is within in an acceptable level if a seismic event occurs. 
 
One important task carried out within the objective of this thesis is the analysis of the 
previous structural analysis carried out on Mallorca Cathedral. Although several studies 
about Mallorca Cathedral were presented, they started to be carried out recently when 
compared to the building’s life period. However, these studies had a pioneer nature 
and significantly contributed to the development and the practical application of 
structural analysis tools to complex structures. 
 
Several studies are presented in this thesis, the most recent ones that used modern 
technologies in order to perform detailed and complex modelling of the structural 
behaviour. All the works constitute a valuable starting point for understanding the 
building itself and, particularly, its structural and seismic behaviour. 
 
In order to carry out a seismic analysis of Mallorca Cathedral or any historical 
construction, it is important to understand the usual structural response towards 
seismic events that is characterized by the most common damages: damage in the 
towers, separations of the main external walls, cracking of the external walls and 
flattening of vertical elements. Also, from the analysis of previous works about the 
seismic vulnerability of historical constructions, it was noted that usually the damage is 
due to local collapse mechanisms that involve only single parts, named 
macroelements, which are characterized by an almost autonomous structural 
behaviour of the rest of the building. 
 
Therefore, it is important in the case of Mallorca Cathedral to individualize the local 
mechanisms that are likely to occur if the building is subjected to a seismic action. 
Then, these mechanisms must be studied and analyzed separately in order to obtain 
their seismic behaviour. This is attained by a proper method presented in this thesis 
that is based on the capacity spectrum method with the capacity curve of each 
mechanism obtained by limit analysis. As it is mentioned, the common pushover 
methodologies are not suitable for this type of buildings characterized by rocking 
mechanisms. The procedure applied herein was developed for the specific case of 
historical buildings and it is presented on the Italian code. 
 
It is considered the possibility of developing 14 different local mechanisms. Four 
possibilities for the seismic demand are considered. Two of them are design spectrums 
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taken from the Italian code DM14-01-2008 (475 -975 years) and two are taken from the 
Spanish code NSCE-02 (475-975 years). However, this type of spectrums is suitable 
for the design of new buildings. 
 
The main conclusion arising from the seismic analysis carried out herein is that the 
structure is safe if subjected to any seismic action that may be expected for the site. 
However, an undesirable level of damage may be expected if the cathedral is 
subjected to the largest demanding seismic action considered. This damage is due to 4 
of the 14 local mechanisms considered. Two of them are located in West main facade 
and the other two are located on the East facade. Strengthening solutions for each 
facades are proposed. 
 
In the West facade, the damage that is expected to cause significant damage is 
characterized by the Mechanisms 5 and 6. The strengthening solution proposed is to 
place prestressed tendons along the base of the triangular element located in the 
centre of the top of the facade and anchor them in the central towers of the facade. 
 
The local mechanisms that are expected to cause important damage on the East 
facade are the mechanisms 11 and 14. The strengthening solution proposed is to place 
prestressed tendons in the arches above of the facade. 
 
Therefore, it was  possible adopting a light strengthening solution that respects 
the historical buildings’ criterions in order to reduce the damage level to D2.  
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ANNEX A : SEISMIC ANALYSIS CALCULATION 
 
 
Detailed calculations 
 
In order to understand the calculation procedure, the safety verification of the 
mechanism 13 is detailed here. 
 
• Mechanism 13 
 
CINEMATIC LINEAR ANALYSIS 
 
The mechanism 13 corresponds to the overturning of the central upper part of the East 
facade. 
 
 
Figure A1  - Mechanism 13 
 
The first step to apply the capacity spectrum method through limit analysis is to 
determine the geometrical properties of the overturning rigid block. In Figure A.2 it is 
presented the different geometry parameters that are needed to be known. 
 
 
 
Figure A2 – Geometrical parameters  
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The values of the geometrical parameters of the mechanism 13 are presented in Table 
A.1. 
 
 
Table A.1 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 13 
 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
28,2 22,22 39,64 50,45 522 
. 
 
Considering a density of the masonry equal to 21kN/m3, the forces applied to the 
overturning rigid block are the ones presented on Table A.2. 
 
Table A.2 – Forces on mechanism 13. 
 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 10962 1,25 8,99 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 778,2 2,22 0,72 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H 198,8  4 
 
 
The coordinates of the points of application of the forces are represented in Figure A.3. 
 
 
 
Figure A.3 – Definition of distances within the block. 
 
With these forces, and being the total thickness of the block equal to 2,30m, the 
distance t corresponding to the distance from the edge of the block to the rotation point 
is calculated through Equation (22) and it is equal to: 
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ݐ ൌ
∑ ݓ݅௜
2 · ܾ · ߪܿ
ൌ 0,08݉ 
  
 
Then, the coefficient that activates the mechanism α0 is obtained imposing the 
equilibrium between the destabilizing moment MR and the stabilizing moment MS: 
 
  
α0=0,147 
 
The next step is to compute this coefficient into a spectral acceleration. To calculate 
the participation mass M*, it is assumed that the displacement δc of a point is equal to 
the product between the height of this point, Hc, and an infinitesimal rotation θ. It is 
assumed a unitary displacement of the control point located on the top of the rigid 
block, which results in an infinitesimal rotation θ equal to: 
 
 
   θ = 0,045rad 
 
The displacements δi of the points of application of the vertical forces are then the ones 
presented on Table A.3. 
 
Table A.3 – Displacements of the points of application of the vertical forces. 
 
δP1 (m) δN1 (m) 
0,400 0,032 
 
 
The participation mass M* is obtained applying Equation (3): 
 
 
ܯכ ൌ ሺ௉భ·ఋುభାேభ·ఋಿభሻ
మ
௚·ሺ௉భ·ఋುభ
మ ାேభ·ఋಿభ
మ ሻ
ൌ 1129,6 ݐ݋݊  
 
 
Thus, the value of the fraction of the participation mass e* is equal to 0.96 and the 
spectral acceleration a0*  is obtained by Equation (4): 
 
ܽ଴
כ ൌ ఈబ·௚
௘כ·ி஼
ൌ 1,13݉/ݏ2    0,115g 
  
 
Although this macroelement is not supported on the soil, the spectral acceleration a0* 
has to be higher than the soil acceleration that is obtained by Equation (8). In Table A.4 
it is presented the values of the soil acceleration for the different seismic demand 
cases. 
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Table A.4 – Soil acceleration. 
 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
0,173g 0,216g 0,167g 0,355g 
 
  
Since the macroelement is not supported on the soil, the spectral acceleration a0* has 
to be also higher than the acceleration of the base of the rigid block that may be higher 
than the soil acceleration. 
This is calculated through Equation (9), with T1 equal to 1.28s according to Martinez 
(2007), assuming ψ(Z) to be equal to Z/HTOT and γequal to 3N/(2N+1), where N the 
number of floors and equal to 1. In Table A.5 the values of the acceleration of the base 
of the block for the different seismic demand cases are presented. 
 
 
Table A.5 – Acceleration of the base of the rigid block (m/s2). 
 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
0,035g 0,047g 0,047g 0,101g 
 
 
It is concluded that the soil acceleration is higher than the base acceleration and that 
the safety is verified through a kinematic linear analysis. 
However, a kinematic nonlinear analysis was also performed in order to obtain the 
nonlinear behaviour of the mechanism as well as the damage degree. 
 
CINEMATIC NON LINEAR ANALYSIS 
 
For the kinematic nonlinear analysis it is first necessary to determine the finite rotation 
θ0 for which the block is in equilibrium without any horizontal acceleration. For that it is  
necessary to define the angle βi and the radius Ri of each vertical force. These 
parameters are schematized on Figure A.4. 
 
Figure A.4 – Parameters for calculation of the finite rotation θ 
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The values of these parameters are presented in Table A.6 for each one of the vertical 
forces applied on the block. 
 
 
Table A.6 – Values of the parameters for calculation of the finite rotation θ0. 
 
 
 βi (rad) Ri (m) 
P1 1,433 9,07 
N1 0,314 2,33 
 
 
 
 
Being the stabilizing moment MS equal to the destabilizing moment MR, the rotation θ 
may be defined as function of α. Computing α equal to 0, it is possible to obtain the 
value of the rotation θ0: 
 
Ms=Mr 
 
ࡼ૚ כ ࡾ࢖૚ כ ܋ܗ ܛ൫ࢼ࢖૚ כ ࣂ૙ ൯ ൅ ࡺ૚ כ ࡾ࢔૚ כ ܋ܗ ܛሺࢼ࢔૚ ൅ ࣂ૙ሻ ൌ 
ࢻ כ ሾࡼ૚ כ ࡾ࢖૚ כ ܛܑܖ ሺࢼ࢖૚ כ ࣂ૙ ሻ ൅ ࡺ૚ כ ࡾ࢔૚ כ ܛܑܖ ሺࢼ࢔૚ ൅ ࣂ૙ ሻ ሿ ൅ ࡺ૚ࢎ כ ࢅ૚ࢎ  
 
θ0=0,147rad 
 
To determine the ultimate displacement du*, first the height of the barycentre of the 
block hbar is determined: 
 
 
 
8,44m 
 
 
 
Assuming this point as the control point of the block, it is necessary to determine its 
displacement corresponding to the annulment of the coefficient α: 
 
݀௞,଴ ൌ ݄௕௔௥ · sinሺߠ଴ሻ ൌ 1,239݉ 
 
   
It is also necessary to calculate the virtual horizontal displacement of the same point of 
control δx,0: 
 
ߜ௫,௢ ൌ ݄௕௔௥ · ߠ ൌ 0,380݉ 
 
 
Then, the equivalent spectral displacement of the displacement dk,0 is obtained: 
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1,298m 
 
 
Consequently, the ultimate displacement du* is equal to: 
 
݀௨כ ൌ 0,4 · ݀଴
כ ൌ 0,519݉ 
 
 
This displacement must be compared to the demand displacement obtained for the 
secant period Ts. 
 
The displacement ds* is first calculated: 
 
݀௦כ ൌ 0,4 · ݀௨כ ൌ 0,208݉ 
 
 
Also, the corresponding acceleration: 
 
ܽ௦כ ൌ ܽ଴
כ · ቆ1 െ
݀௦כ
݀଴
כቇ ൌ 0,949݉/ݏ
ଶ 
  
  
Then, it is possible to obtain the secant period Ts: 
 
 
௦ܶ ൌ 2 · ߨ. ඨ
݀௦כ
ܽ௦כ
ൌ 2,937ݏ 
 
In Figure A.5 the capacity curve of the mechanism the several demand spectrums are 
presented. In Figure A.5 is possible to evaluate the performance point considering 
each seismic demand. 
 
 
 
Figure A.5 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 13. 
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The elastic spectral response in terms of displacements corresponding to the period 
Ts, Sde(Ts), for the different seismic demands considered are presented on Table A.7. 
 
 
Table A.7 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of the building at the height 
which thekinematic mechanism is developed (m). 
 
 
 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
0,038 0,051 0,081 0,173 
 
 
It is possible to verify that the ultimate displacement du* is higher than all the 
displacements obtained for the different seismic demands and for both the soil 
response and the building response at the height of the macroelement. Therefore, the 
safety of the mechanism is assured for the considered seismic actions. 
 
In order to evaluate the damage level, the spectral responses in terms of 
displacements of the building at the height in which the mechanism is developed are 
considered since they are higher that the soil spectral responses. In Table A.9 it is 
presented the ratio between the demand displacement and the displacement d0*. Since 
all the values obtained for the different seismic demands are lower than 1/8, the 
corresponding damage level is D2 or lower than that. 
 
 
 
 
Table A.8 – Damage levels. 
 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
du*min / d0* 0,029 0,039 0,062 0,133 
Damage level D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower 
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A.2 Summary of the calculation procedure 
 
In this section, the summary of the calculation procedure for all the other mechanisms 
is presented. 
 
• Mechanism 1 
 
 
 
Figure A.6 – Mechanism 1 
 
 
 
Table A.9 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 1. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
0 64,05 60,58 64,05 9542,8 
 
 
 
 
Table A. 10 – Forces on mechanism 1. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 200398,8 4,88 23,58 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 694,8 7,17 22,8 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 691,2 7,17 22,8 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H 177,6  33,3 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H 176,8  24,7 
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Table A.11 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 1. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,17 20553 0,127 
 
 
Table A.12 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 1 (g). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,173g 0,216g 0,167g 0,355g 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Not verified Not verified Not verified Not verified 
 
 
Table A.13 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 1. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
3,986 1,595 4,9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.7 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 1. 
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Table A.14 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 1 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,035 0,047 0,126 0,270 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower 
 
 
 
 
 
• Mechanism 2 
 
 
 
Figure A.8 – Mechanism 2 
 
 
Table A.15 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 2. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
0 64,05 26,81 64,05 5896,4 
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Table A. 16 – Forces on mechanism 2. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 123824,4 3,42 26,7 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 694,8 6,84 30,2 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 345,6 6,84 22,8 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H 177,6  33,3 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H 88,4  24,7 
 
 
 
 
Table A.17 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 2. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,13 12721,2 0,097 
 
 
Table A.18 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 1 (g). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,173g 0,216g 0,167g 0,355g 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Not verified Not verified Not verified Not verified 
 
 
Table A.19 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 1. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
3,380 1,352 5,17 
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Figure A.9 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 2. 
 
 
Table A.20 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 1 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,030 0,040 0,136 0,282 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower 
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• Mechanism 3 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.10 – Mechanism 3 
 
 
 
Table A.21 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 3. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
20,62 32,95 14,08 64,05 866 
 
 
 
 
Table A.22 – Forces on mechanism 3. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 18186 1,45 14,03 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 - - - 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H - - - 
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Table A.23 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 3. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,103 1850 0,07 
 
 
Table A.24 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 3 (g). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil - - - - 
Structure 0.02g 0,027g 0,027g 0,057g 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
 
 
Table A.25 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 3. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
1,193 0,477 3,434 
 
 
 
Figure A.11 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 3. 
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Table A.26 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 3 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil - - - - 
Structure 0,026 0,039 0,039 0,098 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower 
 
 
 
 
 
• Mechanism 4 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.12 – Mechanism 4 
 
 
 
Table A.27 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 4. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
34 19,55 14,08 64,05 446,6 
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Table A.28 – Forces on mechanism 4. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 9378,6 1,74 9,11 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 - - - 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H - - - 
 
 
 
Table A.29 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 4. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,198 956 0,147 
 
 
Table A.30 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 4 (g). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil - - - - 
Structure 0.033g 0,044g 0,044g 0,095g 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
 
 
Table A.31 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 4. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
1,713 0,685 2,979 
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Figure A.13 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 4. 
 
 
Table A.32 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 4 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil - - - - 
Structure 0,047 0,061 0,061 0,153 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower 
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• Mechanism 5 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.14 – Mechanism 5 
 
 
 
Table A.33 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 5. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
45,16 8,40 14,08 64,05 125,6 
 
 
Table A. 34 – Forces on mechanism 5. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 2637,6 0,9 2,9 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 - - - 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H - - - 
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Table A.35 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 5. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,31 269 0,227 
 
 
Table A.36 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 5 (g). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil - - - - 
Structure 0,002g 0,003g 0,003g 0,018g 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
 
 
Table A.37 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 5. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
0,878 0,351 1,719 
 
 
 
Figure A.15 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 5. 
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Table A.38 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 5 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil - - - - 
Structure 0,007 0,106 0,106 0,264 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D3 D3 D3 
 
 
 
 
 
• Mechanism 6 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.16 – Mechanism 6 
 
 
 
Table A.39 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 6. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
0 64,05 6,36 64,05 2500 
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Table A. 40 – Forces on mechanism 6. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 52500 2,12 25,47 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 347,5 5,92 30,2 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 172,8 5,92 22,8 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H 88,8 - 33,3 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H 44,2 - 24,7 
 
 
 
Table A.41 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 6. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,081 5403,3 0,06 
 
 
Table A.42 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 6 (g). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,173g 0,216g 0,167g 0,355g 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified 
 
 
Table A.43 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 6. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
2,080 0,832 5,146 
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Figure A.17 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 6. 
 
 
Table A.44 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 6 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,343 0,820 0,127 0,255 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D3 D2 or lower D2 or lower 
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• Mechanism 7 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.18 – Mechanism 7 
 
 
 
Table A.45 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 7. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
0 64,05 6,36 64,05 3434 
 
 
 
 
Table A. 46 – Forces on mechanism 7. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 72114 2 27,53 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 347,5 5,15 30,2 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 172,8 5,15 22,8 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H 88,8 - 33,3 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H 44,2 - 24,7 
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Table A.47 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 7. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,078 7403,2 0,058 
 
 
Table A.48 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 7 (g). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,173g 0,216g 0,167g 0,355g 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified 
 
 
Table A.49 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 7. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
1,977 0,791 5,095 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.19 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 7. 
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Table A.50 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 7 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,036 0,048 0,013 0,029 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower 
 
 
 
 
 
• Mechanism 8 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.20 – Mechanism 8 
 
 
 
Table A.51 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 8. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
0 47,12 5,84 64,05 1365 
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Table A. 52 – Forces on mechanism 8. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 28665 2,4 19,3 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 - - - 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H - - - 
 
 
 
 
Table A.53 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 8. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,124 2922,02 0,091 
 
 
Table A.54 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 8 (g). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,173g 0,216g 0,167g 0,355g 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified 
 
 
Table A.55 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 8. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
2,417 0,967 4,492 
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Figure A.21 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 8. 
 
Table A.56 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 8 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,030 0,050 0,117 0,251 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower 
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• Mechanism 9 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.10 – Mechanism 9 
 
 
 
Table A.57 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 9. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
0 47,12 6,8 64,05 1365 
 
 
 
 
Table A. 58 – Forces on mechanism 9. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 28665 2,55 19,3 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 - - - 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H - - - 
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Table A.59 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 9. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,132 2922,02 0,098 
 
 
Table A.60 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 9 (g). 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,173g 0,216g 0,167g 0,355g 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified 
 
 
Table A.61 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 9. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
2,574 1,030 4,472 
 
 
 
Figure A.23 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 9. 
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Table A.62 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 9 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,030 0,050 0,117 0,251 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower 
 
 
 
 
• Mechanism 10 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.24 – Mechanism 10 
 
 
Table A.63 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 10. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
28,20 50,45 55,65 50,45 841,53 
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Table A. 64 – Forces on mechanism 10. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 18511,5 1,49 8 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 778,2 2,22 0,72 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H 198,8 - 4 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H - - - 
 
 
 
Table A.65 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the 
mechanism10. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,194 1907,55 0,144 
 
Table A.66 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 10 (g). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil - - - - 
Structure 0,035 0,047 0,047 0,101 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
 
 
Table A.67 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 10. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
1,535 0,614 2,850 
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Figure A.25 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 10. 
 
 
Table A.68 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 10 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil - - - - 
Structure 0,042 0,075 0,075 0,160 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower 
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• Mechanism 11 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.26 – Mechanism 11 
 
 
 
 
Table A.69 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 11. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
28,20 17,90 8 50,45 160 
 
 
 
 
Table A. 70 – Forces on mechanism 11. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 3360 0,77 6,17 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 - - - 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H - - - 
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Table A.71 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 
11. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,125 342,5 0,092 
 
 
Table A.72 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 11 (g). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil - - - - 
Structure 0,035 0,047 0,047 0,101 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Not Verified 
 
 
Table A.73 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 11. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
0,816 0,326 2,595 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.27 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 11. 
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Table A.74 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 11 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil - - - - 
Structure 0,029 0,050 0,069 0,145 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower D3 
 
 
 
 
• Mechanism 12 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.28 – Mechanism 12 
 
 
 
Table A.75 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 12. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
0 46,15 1,75 50,45 555 
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Table A. 76 – Forces on mechanism 12. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 11655 2,34 19,94 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 195 3 22,2 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H 65 - 24,4 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H - - - 
 
 
 
 
Table A.77 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 
12. 
 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,126 1207,3 0,094 
 
 
Table A.78 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 12 (g). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,173 0,216 0,167 0,355 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified 
 
 
Table A.79 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 12. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
2,281 0,912 4,306 
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Figure A.29 – Capacity curve and demand spectrum€s of mechanism 12. 
 
 
Table A.80 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 12 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,029 0,057 0,115 0,244 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified Verified 
Damage level D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower D2 or lower 
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• Mechanism 14 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.30 – Mechanism 14 
 
 
 
Table A.81 – Values of geometrical parameters of mechanism 14. 
 
Z (m)  H (m) b (m) HTOT (m) Volume (m3) 
0 46,15 8 50,45 555 
 
 
 
 
Table A. 82 – Forces on mechanism 14. 
 
 Force Point of application 
 (kN) x (m) y (m) 
Self weight P1 11655 0,51 19,94 
Vertical thrust from the vault N1 195 1,38 22,2 
Vertical thrust from the vault N2 - - - 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N1H 65 - 24,4 
Horizontal thrust from the vault N2H - - - 
 
 
Table A.83 – Value of spectral acceleration corresponding to the activation of the mechanism 
14. 
 
α0 M*(ton) a0* (g) 
0,019 1207,3 0,014 
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Table A.84 – Acceleration of the base of mechanism 14 (g). 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,173 0,216 0,167 0,355 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(linear 
analysis) 
Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified Not Verified 
 
 
Table A.85 – Values of ultimate displacement and secant period of the mechanism 14. 
 
d0* (m) du* (m) Ts (s) 
0,407 0,163 4,592 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.31 – Capacity curve and demand spectrums of mechanism 14. 
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Table A.86 – Spectral response in terms of displacements of mechanism 14 (m). 
 
 
 DM 14-01.2008 Tr=475 
DM 14-01.2008 
Tr=975 
NSCE-02 
Tr=475 
NSCE-02 
Tr=975 
Soil 0,036 0,047 0,120 0,257 
Structure - - - - 
Safety 
(non linear 
analysis) 
Verified Verified Verified  Verified 
Damage level D3 D3 D3 D3 
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ANNEX B: STRENGTHENING CALCULATIONS 
 
B.1 Mechanism 5 and 6 
 
The proposal for a solution to strengthen local mechanism 5 and 6 is to adopt the 
solution schematized in Figure B.1, so that the stabilizing vertical produced by the 
prestress reduces to the damage to a value corresponding to damage level D2. 
 
 
 
Figure B1 – strengthening solution of mechanisms 5 and 6 
 
 
The introduction of a vertical stabilizing force, designated as V, has influence in both 
the acceleration that activates the mechanism as in the displacement for which the 
horizontal multiplier is equal to zero. The first step must be to define the position of the 
force with respect to the rotation point. 
 
Applying an iterative procedure in order to find the lowest force V that results in a 
damage level D2 or in a demand in terms of displacements lower than 1/8 of dk,0., a 
value equal to 1200 kN is obtained. 
Since the proposed solution is the same for both mechanisms, the reinforcement will 
be designed with the greatest of T calculated. 
Considering the use of tendons from the Spanish company VSL with a diameter equal 
to 15.2mm (rupture force FpK equal to 260,7kN), 5 tendons are needed. They have to 
be placed on a width equal to 1,80m (the thickness of the overturning block), which 
means that the spacing between the tendons is equal to 35cm centre to centre. 
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Table B1 – Iterative procedure mechanisms 5 and 6. 
 
Mechanism  5 
KN                βi Ri Yi       α  θ0
P1  2637,6  1,27 3,04 2,9 0,545   0,000
N1  0,539   0,005
N2  0,534   0,010
T  1200  0,695 1,17 0,75 0,528   0,015
T  1200  0,695 1,17 0,75 0,522   0,020
0,516   0,025
0,511   0,030
Hbar(m)  2,90  0,505   0,035
0,499   0,040
dk0  1,504  0,494   0,045
0,488   0,050
θ  0,12  a0*(m/s2) 2,23 0,482   0,055
δP1  0,345  0,477   0,060
δN1  0,471   0,065
δN2  0,466   0,070
0,460   0,075
δX,0  0,348  0,455   0,080
0,449   0,085
d0*  1,491  0,444   0,090
0,438   0,095
du*  0,596  0,433   0,100
0,427   0,105
ds*  0,239  0,422   0,110
0,416   0,115
as*(m/s2)  1,873  0,411   0,120
0,406   0,125
Ts  2,241  0,400   0,130
0,395   0,135
VERIFICA  0,390   0,140
Sde(Ts) 0,384   0,145
ITA475  0,07  0,379   0,150
ITA975  0,106  0,374   0,155
SPA475  0,106  0,368   0,160
SPA975  0,264  0,363   0,165
0,358   0,170
0,353   0,175
du*min/d0*  0,0469  0,348   0,180
0,342   0,185
Damage Level  0,337   0,190
0,332   0,195
ITA475  0,046946  D2 or lower 0,327   0,200
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ITA975  0,07109  D2 or lower 0,322   0,205
SPA475  0,07109  D2 or lower 0,316   0,210
SPA975  0,177055  D2 or lower 0,311   0,215
 
 
 
Mechanism  6 
KN        βi  Ri Yi      α  θ0
P1  52500  1,488  25,56 25,47 0,102   0,000
N1  347,5  1,374  30,79 30,2 0,097   0,005
N2  172,8  1,313  23,58 22,8 0,092   0,010
N1h  88,8  33,3 0,087   0,015
N2h  44,2  24,7 0,082   0,020
T  600  1,457  46,37 46 0,077   0,025
0,072   0,030
Hbar(m)  25,49  0,067   0,035
0,062   0,040
dk0  2,596  0,057   0,045
0,052   0,050
θ  0,015  a0*(m/s2) 0,59 0,047   0,055
δP1  0,382  0,042   0,060
δN1  0,453  0,037   0,065
δN2  0,342  0,032   0,070
0,027   0,075
δX,0  0,382  0,022   0,080
0,017   0,085
d0*  2,604  0,012   0,090
0,007   0,095
du*  1,042  0,002   0,100
‐0,003   0,105
ds*  0,417  ‐0,008   0,110
‐0,013   0,115
as*(m/s2)  0,496  ‐0,018   0,120
‐0,023   0,125
Ts  5,758  ‐0,028   0,130
‐0,034   0,135
VERIFICA  ‐0,039   0,140
Sde(Ts)  ‐0,044   0,145
ITA475  0,343  ‐0,049   0,150
ITA975  0,82  ‐0,054   0,155
SPA475  0,127  ‐0,059   0,160
SPA975  0,255  ‐0,064   0,165
‐0,069   0,170
‐0,074   0,175
du*min/d0*  0,0488  ‐0,079   0,180
‐0,084   0,185
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Damage Level  D 2 or lower ‐0,089   0,190
‐0,094   0,195
ITA475  0,131709  D2 or lower ‐0,099   0,200
ITA975  0,314874  D2 or lower ‐0,104   0,205
SPA475  0,048767  D2 or lower ‐0,109   0,210
SPA975  0,097918  D2 or lower ‐0,114   0,215
 
 
 
 
 
6.2.2  Mechanism 11 and 14 
 
The proposal for a solution to strengthen local mechanism 5 is to adopt the solution 
schematized in Figure B.1, so that the stabilizing vertical produced by the prestress 
reduces to the damage to a value corresponding to damage level D2. 
Applying the same  iterative procedure in order to find the lowest force V that results in 
a damage level D2 a value equal to 350 kN is obtained. 
Since the proposed solution is the same for both mechanisms, the reinforcement will 
be designed with the greatest of T calculated. 
To calculate the effective force of the prestress, a friction coefficient μ equal to 0.6 is 
considered. 
Considering the use of tendons from the Spanish company VSL with a diameter equal 
to 15.2mm (rupture force FpK equal to 260,7kN), 2 tendons are needed. They have to 
be placed on a width equal to 1,75m (the thickness of the overturning block), which 
means that the spacing between the tendons is equal to 70cm centre to centre. 
 
 
Figure B2 - strengthening solution of mechanisms 11 and 14 
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Table B1 – Iterative procedure mechanisms 11 and 12. 
 
Mechanism  11 
       KN         βi                Ri          Yi      α  θ0
P1  3360  1,463  6,2 6,17 0,191   0,000
N1  0,186   0,005
N2  0,181   0,010
N1h  4 0,176   0,015
N2h  0,171   0,020
T          50  34,45 0,166   0,025
0,161   0,030
Hbar(m)  6,17  0,156   0,035
0,151   0,040
dk0  1,174  0,146   0,045
0,141   0,050
θ  0,045  a0*(m/s2) 0,91 0,136   0,055
δP1  0,34  0,131   0,060
δN1  0,126   0,065
δN2  0,121   0,070
0,116   0,075
δX,0  0,278  0,111   0,080
0,106   0,085
d0*  1,437  0,100   0,090
0,095   0,095
du*  0,575  0,090   0,100
0,085   0,105
ds*  0,230  0,080   0,110
0,075   0,115
as*(m/s2)  0,764  0,070   0,120
0,065   0,125
Ts  3,444  0,060   0,130
0,056   0,135
VERIFICA  0,051   0,140
Sde(Ts) 0,046   0,145
ITA475  0,029  0,041   0,150
ITA975  0,05  0,036   0,155
SPA475  0,069  0,031   0,160
SPA975  0,145  0,026   0,165
0,021   0,170
0,016   0,175
du*min/d0*  0,0202  0,011   0,180
0,006   0,185
Damage Level  0,001   0,190
‐0,004   0,195
ITA475  0,020178  D2 or lower ‐0,009   0,200
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ITA975  0,03479  D2 or lower ‐0,014   0,205
SPA475  0,04801  D2 or lower ‐0,019   0,210
SPA975  0,100891  D2 or lower ‐0,024   0,215
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meccanismo 14 
      KN        βi          Ri        Yi       α  θ0
P1  11655  1,545  19,94 19,94 0,072   0,000
N1  195  1,509  22,24 22,2 0,067   0,005
N2  0,062   0,010
N1h  65  24,4 0,057   0,015
N2h  0,052   0,020
T  350  34,45 0,047   0,025
0,041   0,030
Hbar(m)  19,98  0,036   0,035
0,031   0,040
dk0  1,438  0,026   0,045
0,021   0,050
θ  0,021  a0*(m/s2) 0,145 0,016   0,055
δP1  0,432  0,011   0,060
δN1  0,466  0,006   0,065
δN2  0,001   0,070
‐0,004   0,075
δX,0  0,420  ‐0,009   0,080
‐0,015   0,085
d0*  1,482  ‐0,020   0,090
‐0,025   0,095
du*  0,593  ‐0,030   0,100
‐0,035   0,105
ds*  0,237  ‐0,040   0,110
‐0,045   0,115
as*(m/s2)  0,122  ‐0,050   0,120
‐0,055   0,125
Ts  8,764  ‐0,061   0,130
‐0,066   0,135
VERIFICA  ‐0,071   0,140
Sde(Ts) ‐0,076   0,145
ITA475  0,036  ‐0,081   0,150
ITA975  0,047  ‐0,086   0,155
SPA475  0,12  ‐0,091   0,160
SPA975  0,257  ‐0,097   0,165
‐0,102   0,170
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‐0,107   0,175
du*min/d0*  0,0243  ‐0,112   0,180
‐0,117   0,185
Damage Level  ‐0,122   0,190
‐0,128   0,195
ITA475  0,024283  D2 or lower ‐0,133   0,200
ITA975  0,031703  D2 or lower ‐0,138   0,205
SPA475  0,080944  D2 or lower ‐0,143   0,210
SPA975  0,173356  D2 or lower ‐0,149   0,215
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
